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Double Match Triangulator (DMT) is an autosomal DNA analysis tool for Windows.

DMT automates the analysis of two or more segment match files with common ancestor information you supply.
DMT uses data available from Family Tree DNA, 23andMe, MyHeritage DNA or GEDmatch.

 
DMT finds all triangulating segments that two people share with some third person.

The user adds known Most Recent Common Ancestrors (MRCAs) and DMT uses those
to determine ancestral paths for each segment and to put the people into ancestral clusters.

The results are given to you in Excel files with details for each match, and a summary of all people.
You also can have DMT produce a file containing ancestral paths than can be uploaded to DNA Painter.

 
Double Match Triangulator was imagined and developed by Louis Kessler (Behold Genealogy).

The concept of double matching to determine triangulation groups enabled
DMT to place 3rd in the Innovator Showdown at RootsTech 2017 in Salt Lake City.

 
This document is available in PDF format at:  www.doublematchtriangulator.com/DMThelpFile.pdf

 
 
The Purpose of DMT
 
Our goal as genealogists is to extend our family tree. We take DNA tests to try to find relatives who may share
common ancestors with us. We know how we're related to some of the people our DNA matches to. But for most of our
DNA matches, we don't know that. If we can figure out how we're related to the other people our DNA matches, we'll
have new branches we can add to our tree.
 
Double Match Triangulator (DMT) is an autosomal DNA analysis tool to help you find how the people you DNA
match with may be related.
 
DMT combines segment match data of two or more people to find all the double matches and triangulating segments
they share. Using known common ancestors of known relatives, DMT determines ancestral paths to indicate the
common line that the DNA passed through and it organizes these into triangulation groups for you. DNA relatives who
match in any particular triangulation group may have a common ancestor along or beyond the ancestral path who
passed this segment to all the people in the group. The assignment of ancestral paths to segments of your DNA is
known as Chromosome Mapping or DNA Painting.
 
Over the past five years Tim Janzen and Jim Bartlett have developed various manual techniques for chromosome
mapping. They are leaders in this field and have both been able to determine the triangulation groups that cover
almost all their DNA. This work deals with a lot of data and they have done this manually in spreadsheets, taking a lot
of their time and effort. Double Match Triangulator has been developed to automate this process, and to make this type
of chromosome mapping possible for anyone.
 
Double Match Triangulator will produce the following output for you:
 
1.  Every one of your matches is presented visually in an Excel spreadsheet. Every triangulation that is possible from
the segment match data is shown. You will see how the segments overlap with each other. The ancestral line, if one
can be determined, is shown for each segment. The segment matches are then organized into Triangulation Groups.
Segment match data is shown on the Chromosome Map pages.
 
2.  Summary information for every person is provided in an Excel spreadsheet. It includes the ancestral lines that are
determined for every match for each person. DMT assesses the ancestral lines to assign a primary ancestral line to
each person. The people are organized for you by ancestral line, which in effect is doing a DNA Clustering of your
matches for you. Person summary information is shown on the People page or file.

http://www.doublematchtriangulator.com/
https://www.familytreedna.com/
http://www.23andme.com/
https://www.myheritage.com/dna
http://www.gedmatch.com/
https://dnapainter.com/
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3. Ancestral path data for input to the DNA Painter website is optionally provided in a .csv file. You can take this file
and upload it to DNA Painter to add your ancestral paths from DMT to an existing or a new DNA Painter profile.
 
4. Log files are created after every run that give detailed information about the results, including number of people,
number of segments, double matches and triangulations, parent and sibling information, persons A and B's matching
segments, errors in the input files, as well as progress information about the run. Combined runs also include a
segment size summary.
 
With DMT, you can skip the long and involved steps of looking for matching segments, identifying triangulations,
identifying the ancestral path of each segment, and determining triangulation groups. Instead you'll be able to jump
right ahead to using the results to help you identify how your DNA matches are related and extend your family tree.
 
 
Segment Match Data
 
DMT uses segment match data that is available from Family Tree DNA, 23andMe, MyHeritage DNA, or GEDmatch.
These are the only companies that provide you with all your segment match data. AncestryDNA does not give
you access to your segment match data. To use your AncestryDNA results you have to upload your DNA raw data
to Family Tree DNA, MyHeritage DNA or GEDmatch and then download your segment match data from there. 
GEDmatch requires a Tier 1 subscription ($10 to $15 for a month) to access the utility to download segment match
data from their site.
 
Segment match data differs between companies. You cannot compare segment match data from one company with
segment match data from another company. The main reason is that matches need to compare to the same person
in both files, but the same person often didn't test at different companies and when they did may have used different
display names at the different companies. To a computer, John Smith is not the same as J. Smith or John D. Smith
or JS. An additional reason is that each company uses their own proprietary algorithm to determine whether two
people match over a segment and where the start and the end of a match is. Using two files from the same company
eliminates differences due to matching algorithms.
 
Although DMT will accept just one segment match file, you cannot determine triangulating segments from just one file.
So you really will want to use two or more segment match files from a single company to get full value from DMT's
analysis.
 
Your own segment match file contains all the segments of all the people you match to. You'll want segment match files
from some of the people you match to that you can compare with.
 
Here are some of the people you would like segment match files for:
 
1.  Cousins whose relationships you know.  If you know your common ancestors with your cousin, then most of your
segments in common with that cousin should match through those common ancestors.
 
2.  Aunts/Uncles, half siblings. They will match one of your parents and both your grandparents on that parent's side,
helping you partition your father's matches from your mother's.
 
3.  Parents. Matching with a parent is what I call parental filtering. If a parent doesn't match on the same segment that
you match someone, then that match is either on your other parent, or it is a false match. DMT gives you additional
information for parent matches. If you have both your parent match files, then any of your matches that neither parent
matches will be shown by DMT as likely being a false by-chance match.
 
4.  Siblings. They are tricky, because you can match them on both parents at the same time. But they are still very
useful for double matching and, are quite usable for triangulations and Missing A-B and Missing B-C matching. In
addition siblings are excellent for inferred matching, which is where your sibling matches someone but you don't.
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5.  Nephews/nieces. They only get one chromsome from your sibling, so they won't match on both your parents at the
same time. They should match to many of your relatives on both your father and mother's sides.
 
6.  Children/grandchildren. Although they can only match on segments that you match, they still are very useful for
triangulations since the child effectively phases the parent to one set of alleles which then match a third person.
 
7.  Someone who you know is related but don't know how. The cluster that these people are put into may be able
to help you identify your common ancestor with this person.
 
8.  Children of matches. They may allow you to triangulate with their parent.
 
9.  Anyone else who matches you. You never know what might be revealed.
 
 
Important Concepts
 
Autosomal DNA
Each of us have 23 pairs of chromosomes, one of each pair from our father and one from our mother. The 23rd pair
are two X chromosomes for a woman, and an X and a Y chromosome for a man. The Y chromosome is not included
as part of autosomal DNA, so a man will only have a single X in the 23rd position for the purpose of autosomal DNA
analysis.
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Above is an example showing the 45 autosomal chromosomes for a man drawn with DNAPainter. The chromosome
pairs are numbered 1 to 23, with number 23 known to be X. The top chromosome of each pair is from the person's
father and the bottom of each pair is from the person's mother. The single X chromosme for a man is from his mother.
 
Recombination and Crossovers
Each parent passes you 23 chromosomes. Like you, your parent has 2 of each of their chromosomes, and in the
process of giving you yours, they recombine each of their pairs into one for you. It is done in a simple manner,
by taking the first bit from one parent, the next from the other, back to the first, etc.  Each chromosome normally
"crosses over" only a few times. So parts of the chromosome are from one grandparent, and parts are from the
other. It is possible for a chromosome not to crossover, and in that case, the whole chromosome will be from one
grandparent. The above diagram shows light and dark green segments of DNA that are likely from the person's
patenal grandmother and blue segments that are likely from the person's paternal grandfather.
 
Ancestral Paths
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Each little bit of DNA comes down some ancestral path. You get it from either your father or mother. Your father or
mother gets it from their father or mother, etc. DMT will use "F" for father and "M" for mother to denote an ancestral
path. So FMF comes from your father's mother's father, i.e. your great-grandfather. This Ancestral Path helps you
to figure out how a relative may be related to you. If a person matches you on, say, an FMF segment, then they
may be related to you on your father's mother's father's side. Using that information, you can look for records that may
show your connection through that ancestral path.
 
Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA)
When two people are related, they share common ancestors. The Most Recent Common Ancestors of Person A
and Person C are those who are the closest two ancestors who may have passed a segment to both A and C. For
example, if A and C are second cousins, then they share a pair of great-grandparents. You will need to assign the
MRCA to Person C and save it in DMT's People File so that DMT can use it. The MRCA is similar in contruction to an
ancestral path, but it usually ends in an "R" to represent a paiR of ancestoRs, e.g. your great-grandfather and great-
grandmother. So an MRCA for your 2nd cousin might be: FMFR, indicating that your father's mother's father's parents
are also your cousin's great-grandparents. DMT uses the MRCA information you supply to create ancestral paths for
each segment. So DMT can only go back as far back as the MRCAs you supply to it.
 
Segment Match Data
The data from each company that DMT uses is different from each other, but generally includes the following
information:

1. The name of the DNA tester, we'll call Person A
2. The name of another DNA tester who Person A matches to, we'll call Person C.
3. The chromsome they match on.
4. The starting position on the chromosome of the match, in base pairs (bp).
5. The ending position on the chromosome of the match, in base pairs (bp).
6. The genetic distance of the match in centimorgans (cM).
7. The number of tested Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) on that segment.
Each company tests the DNA at their own set of SNP locations. They each use their own proprietary method for
determining what they will call a segment match between two people.
 
Single Matching
The information in one segment match file gives all of a person's single matches. There are two values at each SNP,
one for the father and one for the mother. The DNA test results cannot differentiate which value at each SNP is the
father's and which is the mothers. As a result, the testing companies compare both of Person A's values at a SNP
to both of Person C's values at each SNP. If either of A's values match either of C's values, then that SNP is called
a match. The more SNPs that match on this basis that you have in a row, the more likely it is that one chromosome
on A is matching one chromosome on C. Once you reach a certain number of SNPs, often thought to be about 3000,
equivalent to about 15 cM, then the likelihood of a match by chance or false match, where either chromosome
of A is matching either chromosome of C, becomes very small. If this is not a match by chance, then you can be
fairly certain that one of Person A's parents matches one of Person C's parents over the majority of the segment.
Assigning matches to one parent is called phasing. Two phased matches are often Identical by Descent (IBD) where
a common ancestor has passed the segment down to both Persons A and C. If you know how Persons A and C are
related, then you may know who their common ancestors are, and you can map this segment to the ancestral path
leading to these common ancestors. This ancestral path can be given a color and "painted" onto the segment with a
program like DNA Painter. The important thing to remember about overlapping single matches is that some may be
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on dad's side and some on mom's. Just because they overlap, you cannot assume they are on the same side without
additional information.
 
Double Matching
When you have segment match data for a second DNA tester, we'll call Person B, then you can compare Person
A's matches with every Person C to Person B's matches with every Person C. If Person A and Person B both match
the same Person C on the same chromosome and the start and end locations match or overlap each other, then the
overlapping part will be a double match. A double match by itself does not mean much by itself. It needs a bit more.
 
Triangulating Segment
When you have three people, Person A, B and C, and Person A matches Person C, Person B matches Person C,
and Person A matches Person B, all on the same chromosome and their start and end locations all overlap, then
the common overlapping segment is called a triangulating segment. Because you now have 3 people in pairs
all matching each other, it takes fewer SNPs to make the a match by chance unlikely. Only about 1400 SNPs or 7
cM are now needed to be fairly certain that one of each of Person A, B and C's parents all match each other over
the overlapping part of the match. The other thing about three people who triangulate on a segment is that the
three people generally will match on the same chromosome, either your father's or your mother's. (There are a few
exceptions to this, e.g. two or more of the people being siblings, people related more than one way, or triangulations
on opposite parents). A trinagulating segment will often (but not always) have been passed down to to Persons A, B
and C from a common ancestor of the three.
 
Triangulation Groups
When Person A, Person B and Person C triangulate on a segment, then they form a triangulation group. If other
people also match Person A, Person B and Person C on the same segment, then they are also part of the triangulation
group. In actuality, every person in the triangulation group must match each other. But in practice some may not if their
total shared matches did not reach the company's minimum or if one person's match file was downloaded before the
other's test results came in. A matching segment between two or more people has three possibilities:
1.  It could be part of a triangulation group on the father's chromosome and indicates a common ancestor on the
father's side,
2.  It could be part of a triangulation group on the mother's chromosome and indicates a common ancestor on the
mother's side, or
3.  It is simply a match by chance and does not indicate a common ancestor.
The segments in a triangulation group will often (but not always) hae been passed down to all people in the
triangulation group from a common ancestor of them all.
 
Double Match Triangulation
Double Match Triangulator works by using two match files of Person A and Person B. It finds all double matches that
A has with C and B has with C on the same segment. Person A's match file also has matches with Person B (as does
Person B's with Person A) and now it is a simple matter to see if Person A and Person B match on the same segment.
If they do, we have a segment triangulation. Double Match Triangulator thus can easily find all the segments and
people that Person A and Person B triangulate with. The discovery of this led to the development of DMT.
 
Identical By Descent (IBD)
If a segment is passed down to two or more people, that segment match is called Identical By Descent (IBD). This
also means that when two or more people share an IBD segment, they share a common ancestor who passed that
segment down to them. If the segment data is corrent, then every person that shares the same IBD segment should
triangulate on that segment. The reverse is not always true, as triangulation does not always mean IBD (see A Few
Caveats, below).
 
In Common With (ICW)
When two related people, Person A and Person B, both share DNA with a Person C, they are said to be sharing DNA
In Common With Person C. This does not necessarily mean that they share overlapping segments or triangulate
anywhere. But it does mean that Person A and Person C are likely related, and that Person B and Person C are
likely related. All DNA companies provide a list of In Common With people. Ancestry DNA does not provide segment
matching data, but does provide ICW people that can be used with various clustering techniques (see Clusters,
below).
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Missing AB, Missing BC
In Common With information is very important in Double Match Triangulator. When you have a double match where
Person A matches C on a segment and Person B matches C on the same segment, it is very important that they all
share data with each other somewhere, i.e. that they are ICW each other.  So on that double match, if Person A also
matches Person B on that same segment, we have a triangulating segment. But if Person A and B don't match each
other on that segment, but do match each other elsewhere, we then have what we call a Missing AB match. Similarly,
if Person A matches C on a segment, Person A matches B on that segment, Person B does not match C on that
segment, and A, B and C are ICW, then we have what we call a Missing BC match. DMT shows all Missing AB and
Missing BC matches in its analysis.
 
Inferred Matches
An inferred match is where Person B matches Person C on a segment but Person A does not match Person C on the
same segment. Persons A, B and C must be ICW each other. If you know how Person A and B are related, and how
Person A and C are related, then the segment where Person B matches Person C might tell you what A's segment's
ancestral path cannot be. DMT finds all possible inferred matches and displays and uses them in its analysis.
 
Clusters
You can group people into clusters from lists of ICW people using techniques such as the Leeds Method and clustering
programs based on it. Clustering people is very useful. When the relationships of a few people in a cluster are known,
they can be indicative of what the ancestral path might be for all people in the cluster. DMT puts people into clusters
as well, but rather than using ICW information at a person level it instead uses the ancestral paths of the segment
matches of the person. Different clustering tools provide different resulting clusters, and DMT provides its own cluster
results for you to make use of.
 
 
A Few Caveats
 
Three or more overlapping IBD segments should triangulate with each other. However, sometimes they may not
because:
•  One person doesn't meet a company's total cM matching threshold required for them to be considered a match with
the other.
•  The particular segment match is does not hae a cM large enough to meet a company's individual segment match
requirement.
•  One person's match file was downloaded before the other person tested, therefore the other person is not in the
match file.
•  A company did not consider that segment to be a match because of some algorithm or imputation that they use.
•  The raw data over that match may have some read errors causing the segment to not match.
•  One of the people may have had a few mutations that could have caused the segment not to match.
In other words, if your data does not show a triangulation, there still might be one.
 
Triangulation does not necessarily mean IBD, because:
•  One of the segments may match by chance to the other two, expecially if small (e.g. under 7 cM)
•  Three triangulating segments may match each other each on opposite parent chromosomes, e.g. (1) paternal A
matches maternal B, (2) paternal B matches maternal C, and (3) paternal C matches maternal A. In this case, there
are three different common ancestors each passed down a segment to two of A, B and C.
•  The company's algorithm, imputation, read errors or mutations, may result in a triangulation where there really is not
one.
In other words, if you have a triangulation, don't assume it is IBD.
But, because an IBD segment shared by 3 or more people must triangulate, a segment that triangulates passes
the first test that it might be IBD.
 
 
Nothing Is Guaranteed
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DMT must listen to what the data is telling it. It has to assume that the segment matches it is given are correct. If the
data says that 3 segment matches don't triangulate, then DMT has to accept that. Due to the caveats specified above,
some of the data DMT makes use of could be incorrect. Some of the incorrect data may affect the results.
 
You will be entering into DMT, the common ancestor information for your DNA matches whose relationships you
know. Most of the segments you match with a person will likely be along the MRCA you specified. Some segments,
however, may come from other lines if that relative is related more distantly on some other line. Or maybe you're from
an endogamous population and some segment matches come from who-knows-where. These segments that are
not from MRCAs you specify will therefore be incorrectly assigned by DMT. There will be some matching segments
through closer relationships and others through more distant relationships. DMT uses "majority rules" as its resolution
technique, and will accept the ancestral path that the most matches agree on. The correct relationships in theory
should outnumber the incorrect relationships.
 
But not always. Be very aware that some results from DMT may not be correct. As you add more match data and more
MRCAs that you know, DMT's segment assignments will improve.
 
DMT automates the analysis of more data than you'll ever be able to analyze by hand yourself. Just remember, as
Blaine Bettinger said at MyHeritageLive 2019: "Automation does not give you the answer. It gives you a suggestion."
Use DMT's suggestions wisely.
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DMT's Method of Chromosome Mapping
 
Double Match Triangulator tries to get the most information possible out of your DNA segment matches. It uses
techniques that include DNA painting as done at Jonny Perl's website dnapainter.com and clustering as started by
Dana Leeds and enhanced by others. DMT includes the ideas and concepts of Tim Janzen and Jim Bartlett who use
triangulation groups to map chromosomes to ancestors. Tim and Jim did this manually for years. Tim often presents
his techniques at genealogy conferences and online. Jim created a website www.segmentology.org  that described his
methods.
 
Double Match Triangulator does the work to automate these methods the way a person would manually do it if they
had all the data and enough time and patience.
 
DMT uses a primary person whose DNA is of most interest, a second person whose matches are compared to the
primary person, and the results will include the matches ofall the people who the primary person matches to.
 
•  Person A is the person of interest whose chromosomes you are mapping. 
•  Person B is the person who you have a match file for who is really only useful if they match Person A somewhere. It
is helpful to know the common ancestor between Person A and Person B, but that is not necessary.
•  Person C refers to any of the people who Person A matches to. Knowing the common ancestor of some of the C
people is what will allow you to map your chromosomes to your ancestors.
 
Double Match Triangulator can be run without knowing any common ancestors. In that case, all mappings will be to
"U" (unknown), but you will still be shown all the triangulations that Person A and B share, plus other double matches
and single matches of Person A.
 
These are the elements of chromosome mapping as done by Double Match Triangulator:
 
•  Triangulations:  provide additional information to map additional segments using the fact that there are only two
triangulation groups (one paternal, one maternal) at any one position on a chromosome, and that one triangulation
group must comes from a single ancestral path. Triangulations also allow the use of smaller segments than single
matches, which according to Jim Bartlett allow you to have confidence down to at least 7 cM and maybe even 5 cM,
compared to the 15 cM reliability level for single matches.
 
•  Missing A-B matches:  This is where Person A matches Person C, and Person B matches Person C on the same
segment, but Person A does not match Person B on that segment. This is not a triangulation and indicates that Person
B is most likely matching Person C through a different relationship than Person A has with Person C.
 
•  Missing B-C matches:  This is where Person A matches Person C, and Person A matches Person B on the same
segment, but Person B does not match Person C on that segment. This is not much better than a single A-C match,
except that it does indicate that Person A matches Person B, so Person B is most likely matching A on the opposite
parent that Person C is matching.
 
•  Single A-C matches: If neither B matches C, nor A matches B on this segment, then no additional information is
available from this match. If the match is above a user threshold (the default being 15 cM) then the match will still be
included in the analysis because it is most likely a real match. It will be assumed to not be matching the chromosome
of the parent that has triangulations on that segment.
 
•  Inferred matches:  Information may be available when Person B matches Person C on a segment that Person
A does not match Person C. In some cases, a technique named "Inferred Matching" by Jonny Perl can be used.
Inferred matching requires that both the common ancestor between Person A and Person B and the common ancestor
between Person A and Person C are known. It tells you that the segment where Person B matches Person C cannot
be from a specific common ancestor. Because if it was, then Person A and Person C would match as well.
 
•  MRCAs and Ancestral Paths: DMT uses a notation to represent the Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) of
Person C with Person A and almost the same notation for ancestral paths. The notation is simply a string of "F"s and
"M"s. So an ancestral path through Person A's father's mother's mother would be FMM. The only difference in notation

http://www.dnapainter.com
http://www.segmentology.org
https://segmentology.org/2015/09/30/small-segments-and-triangulation/
https://dnapainter.com/blog/painting-your-dna-with-inferred-matches/
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is that an MRCA can end with an "R" which represents a paiR of paRents who both Person A and Person C share.
The common ancestor is always from Person A's point of view. If Person C is a second cousin through Person A's
father's mother's parents, then the MRCA would be FMR. There would be two possible ancestral paths shared with
the cousin:  FMM and FMF. Siblings, nephews, nieces and children of Person A will all have an MRCA of just R. Half-
relatives would need to go up one level to get to the R, for example, a half-sibling would be either FR or MR depending
on whether the common parent is father or mother.
 
 
How DMT Does It
 
Double Match Triangulator automates the steps a person would take using double matching to map their
chromosomes. These are the steps DMT follows.
 
1.  Eliminate Small Segments - Double Match Triangulator uses the "Min Triang" value to exclude small segments
from analysis. The DMT default is 7 cM. Triangulations less than 7 cM might be matches by chance (matching on more
than one chromosome) and thus be false triangulations. Jim Bartlett believes this number might be as low as 5 cM.
 
2.  Double Matches - All the matches in Person A's file and Person B's file are compared. Every Person C who
matches both Person A and Person B on an overlapping segment on the same chromosome is a double match. It's
called a double match because there is both an A-C match and a B-C match.
 
3.  Triangulating Segments - Every double match is checked to see if there is also an A-B match on the same
segment. This will find all triangulating segments that Person A and Person B have with any Person C. Double Match
Triangulator finds and displays every triangulating segment that is contained in the segment data after the small
segments are removed. For each triangulating segment where the MRCA of Person C is supplied, that MRCA is
"painted" onto the chromosome for that parent. It is painted for the entire length of the A-C match while marking which
sections have triangulations.
 
4.  Missing AB Matches - If there is no A-B match on the double match, then it is called a Missing AB match. This
is not a triangulation which usually indicates that this was not a segment passed down from a common ancestor to
Persons A, B and C.  We are saying specifically here, that A does not match B on the segment. We want to be sure, so
the A-C match must be at least the Min Single value (default 15 cM) to ensure that we are not dealing with a possible
false match. For each Missing AB match where the MRCA of Person C is supplied, that MRCA is "painted" onto the
chromosome for that parent for the length of the A-C match less 1.5 Mbp on either end to allow for a bit of random
matching.
 
5.  Missing BC Matches - If there is no double match, but A matches B on the segment, then it is called a Missing
BC match. This is also not a triangulation. However, if B is in common with C on other segments, then B and C
are confirmed not to match on this segment. Like Missing AB matches, the A-C match must be at least the Min
Single value. For each Missing BC match where the MRCA of Person C is supplied, that MRCA is "painted" onto the
chromosome for the parent for the length of the A-C match less 1.5 Mbp on either end to allow for a bit of random
matching.
 
6.  Inferred Matches - When Person B matches Person C on a segment, but Person A does not match Person C on
that segment, then it may be possible to infer something about Person A's ancestral line along the same segment.
Depending on how Person A is related to Person B, the fact that B is matching may indicate that A cannot match along
some related ancestral line. To infer anything, you must know both Person A's MRCA with Person B and MRCA with
Person C. This technique works very well when Person B or C is a sibling or niece/nephew, because you can often
eliminate a whole grandparent from Person A's possible ancestral lines on a segment, meaning Person A's ancestral
line must go through the other grandparent on that segment. I wrote a blog post about Inferred Segment Matches in
March 2019. Since then, I determined all the ways that inferred matches can give results. Anyone descended from
both of Person A's parents are able to refute a grandparent. For other people, the refutation is 2 generations beyond
the closer MRCA up the line of the further MRCA, meaning one MRCA must be at least 2 generations past the other.
Double Match Triangulator finds, displays and makes use of every inferred match that is at least of Min Single size that
is contained in the segment data.
 

http://www.beholdgenealogy.com/blog/?p=2928
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7.  Single Matches - Any A-C matches that did not triangulate and were not Missing A-B or Missing B-C matches
are now considered. DMT will "paint" the MRCA of any match with centimorgans of at least "Min Single" (default
15 cM) onto the parental chromosome and will be designated as "Single AC". If the single match has less cM than
"Min Single" but more than "Min Triang", DMT will call it "Small AC" and will display it in an "Unassigned" section to
emphasize that this segment doesn't triangulate and may be by chance.
 
8.  Ancestral Paths for Every Mbp - DMT next takes the "paintings" done above, and comes up with a consensus for
the ancestral path at every Mega Base Pair (Mbp) for each parent along each chromosome. Inferred matches are
taken into account and sometimes will determine the ancestral path when the MRCAs themselves do not. A "majority
rules" type of consensus is used to first determine the grandparent, then the great-grandparent, etc., until we've
reached the limit of the MRCAs that have been assigned.
 
9.  Triangulation Groups - Triangulation group boundaries are determined for the father and mother chromosomes
based on the number of matches that start and stop at each Mbp. All segments assigned to a parent, whether
triangulating or not, are then assigned a triangulation group based on the boundaries that will contain them.
 
10.  Grandparent Extensions - All Mbp within each triangulation groups should come from the same grandparent. If a
grandparent is assigned to some but not all Mbp in a triangulation group, then the same grandparent can be assigned
to the other Mbp in the group. If both grandparents are each assigned to some Mbp in a triangulation group, then the
grandparent with the most assignments is used and the others are overwritten.
 
11.  Ancestral Paths for Every Segment Match - DMT next assigns an ancestral path to every segment. It first sees if
it can determine the parental chromosome of the segment. If there were triangulations painted on the Mbp making up
the segment, then DMT sees which parent the triangulations were painted on. If they were painted on just one parent,
then triangulations must be on that parent and other matches (Missing AB, Missing BC and Single Matches) must
be on the other parent. If triangulations were painted on both parents (which can validly occur if Person B matches
Person A on both parents as often happens with siblings), then the parental side is not known. If the parental side of
the segment is not known but the person has an MRCA assigned, then then the parental side of the MRCA is used.
If a parental side is determined, then the ancestral path at each Mbp for that parent is found, and a consensus is
determined and assigned to the segment match. When no parental side is determined, then the segment is put into the
"U" (unassigned) group..
 
12.  Clustering People - Each person now has all their segments assigned. Most of one person's segments are often
on one ancestral path, but they still might have some segments on different paths or on unassigned paths. They may
be related through both of Person A's parents and match on both father's side and mother's side. DMT now goes
through each person and determines what the majority of the ancestral paths agree on. The resulting path will be
assigned as that person's Cluster. This cluster is likely the ancestral path through which this person is most closely
related to Person A.
 
13.  This completes the chromosome mapping process for two segment match files between Person A and one
Person B.  DMT produces an Excel file with two pages containing the results. The Chromosome Map page lists all
the A-C matches along with information about each match ordered by triangulation group. The People page lists all
the people who match Person A ordered by cluster along with information about that person's segment matches. A log
file summarizes the run, and a comma delimited csv file is optionally created with triangulation group information in a
format suitable for upload to DNA Painter.
 
14.  If the "Folder B" option was selected, then steps 1 through 13 will be done for File A against each match file in
Folder B.
 
15.  If the "Combine all results" option was selected, then steps 1 through 13 will be done for File A against each
match file in Folder B, and then the results will be combined. DMT produces 23 Chromosome files and creates or
updates Person A's People file. A log file summarizes the run, and a comma delimited csv file is optionally created with
triangulation group information in a format suitable for upload to DNA Painter.
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Downloading Segment Match Data
 
DMT uses segment match data. Each company has different methods of providing you with that data.
 
On the next pages are instructions on how to download segment match data from Family Tree DNA, 23andMe,
MyHeritage DNA and GEDmatch.
 
Important Note: DNA companies change the format of their segment match data and download procedures from time
to time. If DMT is not working as prescribed, please contact me and I'll look at the issue.
 
Whose segment match files should you download? Try to download any people whose direct relationship you know.
You will be assigning the Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) to these people and DMT will be able to compute
ancestral lines from them. At GEDmatch, you can download anyone's match file if you subscribe to their Tier 1
services. At the other companies, you only have access to the testers you administer, so you would have to contact the
people whose tests you don't have access to, and ask them to download the match data and send it to you.
 
Here's what's good and bad about the segment match data you can get from each company:
 
Family Tree DNA:
Good: 
•  Allows you to download a person's segment matches with a single click.
•  All of the segment matches for all matching people are downloaded.
•  You get all single matches down to 6 cM.
•  The download at FTDNA usually takes at most a couple of minutes.
Bad:
•  The segment match data does not include the tester's name, so you must add the testers name to cell G1 in the
match data file.
•  The segment match data does not contain a unique ID number, so if two people have the same name, e.g. both
being John Smith, their results will be mixed together. DMT does its best to detect, inform you of this, and eliminate
duplicate matches where possible.
•  You can only download segment match data for the kits you administer. To get the segment match data from other
DNA relatives, you will have to contact and ask them to download their segment match data and send it to you.
 
23andMe
Good: 
•  Allows you to download a person's segment matches with a single click.
•  You get all single matches down to 5 cM.
Good and Bad:
•  You can only download segment match data for the kits you administer. To get the segment match data from other
DNA relatives, you will have to contact them and ask them to download their segment match data and send it to you.
But there is an alternative. The program DNAGedcom can download your segment match data of people in your match
list without you contacting them. DNAGedcom charges $5 for a month usage of their program.
Bad:
•  You are limited to the segment matches of the 1500 closest people you match with plus any others you've
"connected" with. For $39 a year, you can subscribe to 23andMe+ and get 5000 matches.
•  The segment match data does not contain a unique ID number, so if two people have the same name, e.g. both
being John Smith, their results will be mixed together. DMT does its best to detect, inform you of this, and eliminate
duplicate matches where possible.
 
MyHeritage DNA
Good: 
•  Allows you to request a person's segment matches with a single click which will send the file to you a few minutes
later as an attachment to an email.
•  You get all single matches down to 6 cM.
•  Uses a Match ID number, so each kit is identifiable, even if two people's names are the same. DMT appends part of
the Match ID number to the name to ensure uniqueness of the name.

https://dnagedcom.com/
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•  The file is grouped by person, with a blank line between people so you can see all the matches of each person
together. The people are ordered by highest total shared cM down to lowest.
•  The file gets emailed to you when it is ready, so you don't have to wait online for it to complete.
Bad:
•  MyHeritage's segment match data does not include matches on the X chromsome.
•  MyHeritage uses imputation and stitching techniques to derive their segment matches. As a result, they tend to have
larger false segments than other companies. You may want to raise DMT's Minimum Single match limit from 15 cm to
20 or 25 cM.
•  The MyHeritage segment file name depends on what your Windows language is.
•  You can only download segment match data for the kits you administer. To get the segment match data from other
DNA relatives, you will have to contact them and ask them to download their segment match data and send it to you.
 
GEDmatch
Good: 
•  Allows you to download a person's segment matches with a single click.
•  Uses a GEDmatch ID number, so each kit is identifiable, even if two people's names are the same. DMT appends the
kit number to the name to ensure uniqueness of the name.
•  Includes people who have tested at different companies and all their segment data have been converted to
GEDmatch's chromosome mappings so the segment data can be compared.
•  You can download any person's segment matches. You need not be an administrator of their data and do not need to
contact the other person to download their data.
 
Bad:
•  The segment match data does not include the tester's name, but it does include the ID number of the tester. The
download is always named csvsegmatch_.csv and does not contain the name of the person or ID number. DMT has to
retrieve the name of the tester from other match files.
•  Their segment match report excludes matches between people sharing more than 2100 cM. That means that all
parents, children and siblings, and some uncles, aunts, nephews and nieces will be excluded from the match data. You
definitely do want these people included. To get around this, DMT includes a "Save GEDmatch 1-1" button so that you
can retrieve data via the GEDmatch one-to-one report to get parent, children and sibling match data. It's an extra small
pain that GEDmatch shouldn't have to make you do.
•  You are limited to the segment matches of the 10,000 closest people you match with. The default supplied is 1,000
and you have to change it every download if you want 10,000.
•  You need Tier 1 services from GEDmatch to download segment match data. Tier 1 services currently cost $15 a
month with a minimum one-month signup or $100 a year.
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Family Tree DNA
 
From Family Tree DNA's home page, under Autosomal DNA Results & Tool, click on "Chromosome Browser" to go to
their Chromosome Browser page. From there, click on the link that is named: "Download All Segments" that is shown
by the hand pointer circled in red below.
 

 
Click on the link once and wait. You should get a wait indication symbol in your browser indicating that FTDNA is
processing your request. Now you have to be patient but it shouldn't take more than a few minutes. Unfortunately
FTDNA does not provide any feedback about their processing until the file has been generated.
 
This will download a special file named:   nnnnnn_Chromosome_Browser_Results_yyyymmdd.csv
where:
   nnnnnn is your Family Tree DNA kit number,
   yyyymmdd is the date of your download, and
   .csv indicates this is a comma delimited file which can be read by Excel and other programs.
 
Do not rename the "nnnnn_Chromosome_Browser_Results" part of the segment match file names or change their
".csv" extension. DMT looks for that to find segment match files and will not accept files not following that structure. 
However, to help identify whose file it is, you may change the filename by adding the name of the person between the
"Results" and the date, e.g:

nnnnnn_Chromosome_Browser_Results_JohnSmith_yyyymmdd.csv
 
DMT will then use "nnnnnn_JohnSmith" as part of the output file names so you can identify who the output files are for.
 
 
When loaded into Excel, the file can be seen to contain all the segment matches:
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Column A (Match Name) is the person who matches. The file lists match names in alphabetical order, so blank names
are first.
Column B (Chromosome), C (Start Location) and D (End Location) is the chromosome number with the start and end
locations of the matching segment on that chromosome.
Columns E (Centimorgans) and F (Matching SNPs) is the distance in Centimorgans (cM) and number of SNPs for the
matching segment.
 
 
Adding the Name of the Tester to cell G1
 
Important:  In July 2021, Family Tree DNA changed the format of this file and removed the name of the tester
which used to be in Column A before the Match Name. This is unfortunate, as now there is no way for Double Match
Triangulator to know the name of the tester from the file itself.
 
As a result, you must now add the name of the tester into cell G1 to include this needed information.
 
Open the file with Excel, add the name of the tester into cell G1, and save the file.
 
Make sure you use the tester's name exactly as Family Tree DNA refers to it in other Chromosome Browser Results
files. Make sure the capitalization, spaces, special characters and any punctuation is correct. The easiest way to
ensure you have the tester's name correct is to find the tester in the Match Name column (column A) of someone
else's Chromosome Browser Results file, and copy it into column G1 of the tester's Chromosome Browser Results file.
 
e.g.: If this is the name of the tester in someone else's Chromosome Browser Results file:
 

 
Then copy the name in cell A335 to cell G1 of that person's file and save the file:
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If you still have older FTDNA files (prior to July 2021), don't add the name of the tester to cell G1, because the tester's
name is already there in column A.
 
 
New Files versus Old Files
 
You may have a mix of new Chromosome Browser Results files (July 2021 or later) or old Chromosome Browser
Results files (prior to July 2021). Double Match Triangulator will allow them to be used with each other.
 
However, Family Tree DNA also changed their matching algorithm, so their segment matches between any two people
have changed.
 
Also remember, if someone tested after the old file was created, they will not be in that file.
 
Best practice would be to use old files with old files and new files with new files if possible.
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23andMe
 

At 23andMe, go to the bottom of your DNA Relatives page and select "Request DNA Relatives Data Download" that is
shown below enclosed in a red square and pointed to by the red arrow:
 

 
Despite the help button saying that it may take up to 12 hours to prepare, it likely will take at most a minute or two.
You'll know it is completed when the blue request button changes to a black "Download DNA Relatives Data button":
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You'll also get an email telling you your file is ready, but if you've waited and it changed, then you don't need the email.
 
Clicking the download button will download a special file named:   nnnnnn_relatives_download.zip
where:
   nnnnnn is your name (with underscores instead of spaces)
   .zip indicates this is a compressed file
 
Then open Windows Explorer in the directory you saved the file, and right-click on it and use the Windows 7-Zip utility
to "Extract Here" (or use another unzipping program of your choice).
 

 
You will get a file named:  nnnnnn_relatives_download.zip which has the same file name but a .csv extension.
  .csv indicates this is a comma delimited file which can be read by Excel and other programs.
 
This .csv file is the file you use with DMT.
 
Important note:  23andMe does not include the name of the tester in the file. The nnnnnn in the filename is the only
indication of who the tester is. DMT will use the name in the filename replacing underscores with spaces as the name
of the tester. If that name is not found in other people's match files, then you won't match. If you find this happening,
you will need to change the filename to match how the person is named in other people's match files.
 
Do not rename the "_relatives_download" part of the segment match file names or change their ".csv" extension.
DMT looks for that to find segment match files and will not accept files not following that structure.  However, you may
change the filename after the word download. I often add the date so that I can compare with my previous download to
see what new matches have been added, e.g:

nnnnnn_relatives_download_yyyymmdd.csv
 
When loaded into Excel, the file can be seen to contain all the chromosome segment matches, as well as a lot of other
information in columns to the right that DMT does not use:
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Column A (Display Name) is the full name of the person who matches.
Column B (Surname) is the surname of the person who matches.
Column C (Chromosome Number), D (Chromosome Start Point) and E (Chromosome End Point) is the chromosome
number with the start and end locations of the matching segment on that chromosome.
Columns F (Genetic Distance) and G (# SNPs) is the distance in Centimorgans (cM) and number of SNPs for the
matching segment.
Columns H through AD contain additional data including: Full IBD, Link to Profile Page, Sex, Birth Year, Set
Relationship, Predicted Relationship, Relative Range, Percent DNA Shared, # Segments Shared, Maternal
Side, Paternal Side, Maternal Haplogroup, Paternal Haplogroup, Family Surnames, Family Locations, Maternal
Grandmother Birth Country, Maternal Grandfather Birth Country, Paternal Grandmother Birth Country, Paternal
Grandfather Birth Country, Notes, Sharing Status, Showing Ancestry Results, Family Tree URL. - These fields are not
used by DMT.
 
 
Using DNAGedcom
 
You can use the DNAGedcom Client program to download other people's segment match information if they are in
your match list.  This is a Windows program available from https://www.dnagedcom.com. They charge $5 a month to
use the program.
 
After you download and login to the program, then you go to the Gather page and Select 23andMe. On that page, you
then enter your 23andMe login information and press Login. Select your Profile. Then press "Gather Matches". Once
you've done that, you'll see in the dropdown under "Choose ICW to Gather" will be a list of all your 23andMe matches.
You can select any of them and then press the "Gather ICW" button.
 

https://www.dnagedcom.com
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Although they are calling this ICW (In Common With), you are actually getting all the individual segment matches with
the people you match to, which is exactly what DMT uses.
 
This will download a file named:   nnnnnn_23andMe_FIA.csv, where:
   nnnnnn is your match's name
   .csv indicates this is a comma delimited file which can be read by Excel and other programs.
The file will be put in the folder where your DNAGedcom database is located. (In DNAGedcom, the DB Folder is set in
Home->Settings)
 
Do not rename the "23andMe_FIA" part of the segment match file names or change their ".csv" extension. DMT looks
for that to find DNAGedcom-produced segment match files for 23andMe and will not accept files not following that
structure.  However, you may change the filename after the word FIA.  I often add the date so that I can compare with
my previous download to see what new matches have been added, e.g:

nnnnnn_23andMe_FIA_yyyymmdd.csv
 
When loaded into Excel, the file can be seen to contain all the chromosome segment matches, as well as information
in columns to the right that DMT does not use:
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Column A (Person 1) is the full name of the DNA Tester.
Column B (Person 2) is the full name of the person who matches.
Column C (Chromosome), D (StartPoint) and E (EndPoint) is the chromosome number with the start and end locations
of the matching segment on that chromosome.
Columns F (GeneticDistance) and G (SNPs) is the distance in Centimorgans (cM) and number of SNPs for the
matching segment.
Columns H and I are the 23andMe ID numbers of Person 1 and Person 2.
 
Note that this file does include the DNA Tester's name in the first column.
 
DMT accepts both the 23andMe relatives download file and the DNAGedcom 23andMe FIA file as valid 23andMe
segment match files.
 
DMT does not accept the DNAGedcom Overlap_23andMe_FIA file from their "Gather Matches that Overlap each
other" dropdown option, nor does it accept the Combined_23andMe_FIA file from their "Gather ALL Matches"
dropdown option.
 
DNAGedcom selects many of the same set of people for the segment matches that 23andMe selects, but there
are some people each include that the other doesn't. You can compare DNAGedcom FIA files with 23andMe
relative_download files, but you'll get more people common if you just compare FIA with FIA or 23andMe with
23andMe than if you mix them.
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MyHeritage DNA
 
At MyHeritage DNA, go to the DNA Matches page. Select the 3 vertical dots on the right and you’ll get a dropdown.
From that select "Export shared DNA segment info for all DNA Matches".
 

 
You will be emailed a file with your segment matches named:   nnnnnn DNA Matches shared segments dddddd-MH-
xxxxxx.zip
where:
   nnnnnn is your name
   dddddd is the date,
   xxxxxx are some hexadecimal numbers, and
   .zip indicates this is a compressed file which needs to be unzipped
 
Note: People in non-English countries or using a non-English version of Windows may have a different filename with
words translated.
e.g. Hungarian:  nnnnnn DNS-egyezés lista 2019. január 2.-MH-xxxxxx.zip
When Selecting a MyHeritage File in DMT, the dialog box will only display MyHeritage Matches Shared Segment files
in English. To find MyHeritage MSS files that have non-English names, either select "All Files(*.*)" in the dropdown of
the Select box, or enter  *.* into the File Name field.

Save that file.
 
Then open Windows Explorer in the directory you saved the file, and right-click on it and use the Windows 7-Zip utility
to "Extract Here" (or use another unzipping program of your choice).
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The file will be expanded and you will get a file with the same name but with a .csv extension on the end.
   .csv indicates this is a comma delimited file which can be read by Excel and other programs.
 
You can rename the file, but ensure that there is a " DN" somewhere in the filename and don't change the ".csv"
extension. DMT looks for that to find segment match files and will not accept files with filenames not following that
format.
 
When loaded into Excel, the file can be seen to contain all the chromosome segment matches, as well as a some
other information:
 

 
Column A (DNA Match ID) contains a string containing the ID of the tester and the ID of his match.
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Column B (Name) is the name of the tester.
Column C (Match name) is the name of the person who matches.
Column D (Chromosome), E (Start Location) and F (End Location) is the chromosome number with the start and end
locations of the matching segment on that chromosome.
Columns G (Start RSID) and H (End RSID) are the Refererence SNP identification (i.e. the names for) the starting and
ending SNPs.  DMT does not use these.
Columns I (Centimorgans) and J (SNPs) is the distance in Centimorgans (cM) and number of SNPs for the matching
segment.
 
Note: People in non-English countries or using a non-English version of Windows may have a different header line
(Line 1):
e.g. Hungarian:  "DNS-egyezési azonosító",Név,"Az egyezés neve",Kromoszóma,Startpozíció,Végpozíció,"RSID
kezdet","RSID vége",Centimorgan,SNP-k
 
Also Note:  MyHeritage's DNA Matches List file has a similar name to the DNA Matches Shared Segment file. If you
download a Matches List file to the same directory as your segment matches files and pick a Matches List file in DMT
by mistake, DMT will show the message ** MH Not Shared Segm to warn you that this is not a Shared Segment file.
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GEDmatch
 
Note: GEDmatch has two interfaces:  "New" and "Classic". It does not matter which one you use. They both have the
same functionality. They just look a bit different. The documentation below is for the "Classic" interface.
 
At GEDmatch, you need to pay for Tier 1 services to get access to a report to display your match data. Tier 1 services
currently cost $10 to $15 a month with a minimum one-month signup.
 
With Tier 1 services enabled, click on Tier 1 ->  Segment Search. Enter your Kit Number. All the defaults should be
okay. You will want to increase the number of closest matches from 1000 to 10000 to get as many of your segment
matches as can. Then press the Submit button. It could take anywhere from a few minutes to an hour for the report to
run, depending on the server load at GEDmatch at the time.
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Once the report completes, you will get something looking like this:
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Click on the "HERE" to download the segment match file, named:  csvsegmatch_.csv
where:
   .csv indicates this is a comma delimited file which can be read by Excel and other programs.
 
The file always downloads as csvsegmatch_.csv, so if you download the file for a different person, it may overwrite the
earlier download. So you should rename the file. DMT uses the "csvsegmatch" text at the beginning of the filename
to identify GEDmatch segment match files, so don't change that. I like to put in the person's name and GEDmatch ID
number between the "csvsegmatch_" and the ".csv", e.g.:
   csvsegmatch_Louis_Kessler_A123456.csv
 
The output files that DMT creates will include whatever you added after the “csvsegmatch” as part of their filename.
 
When loaded into Excel, the file has the segment matches, as well some additional information not used by DMT:
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Column A (PrimaryKit) is the kit number of the tester, which defines the tester uniquely
Column B (MatchedKit) is the kit number of the person matching, which defines the match uniquely
Column C (chr), D (B37start) and E (B37end) is the chromosome number with the start and end locations of the
matching segment on that chromosome.
Columns F (segment cM) and G (SNPs) is the distance in Centimorgans (cM) and number of SNPs for the matching
segment.
Column H is the name of the person matching.
Columns I and J are the sex and email of the person matching, which are not used by DMT.
 
Note:  In November 2020, GEDmatch changed the format of their csvsegmatch file and it no longer includes the name
of the primary kit owner.  DMT now warns you about this in the log file with the message:
** Person A's name is not available in Person A's segment match file.  DMT will look for it when other match files are
processed.
Then in that same run, DMT waits until it processes a File B that contains Person A, and will then inform you in the log
file with the message:  "File B contains Person A's name: nnnnnnn"
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The GEDmatch Segment Search screenshot above the statement: "To conserve system resources, matches closer
than 2100 cM will not be shown."  This is unfortunate. Your match file from GEDmatch will not include parents,
children, siblings, and it's possible that a few of your aunts, uncles, nephews, nieces, grandparents, grandchildren or
half siblings could be left out of it.
 
For every segment match file you download, you should run the "GEDmatch One-to-many Comparison Result" to see
who you have as matches above 2100 cM:
 

 
The report will be sorted by highest Total cM.  Look for any people with more than 2100 Total cM. My report above
doesn't have any. But let's say the first two were over 2100.
 
For each person over the 2100, You'll need to run two reports:
1. One-to-One Autosomal DNA Comparison, and
2. One-to-One X-DNA Comparison
 
Enter the Kit number of the tester as Kit Number 1, and the Kit Number of the person the tester matches as Kit
Number 2.
Leave the default values for everything else.
 
The resulting report should look something like this:
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Unfortunately GEDmatch does not have a link to let you download the output from these programs. So there is a
button in DMT to let you save the data:
 

 
Run each of the two GEDmatch reports for every person over 2100 cM.  After each run, use your web browser to
select everything from the GEDmatch page and copy it to the clipboard. Depending on your web browser, you can do
this one of 3 ways:
1.  From the menu:  Edit->Select all,
2.  With your mouse right-click and pick "Select all", or
3.  With the keyboard type Ctrl+A (i.e. while holding down the Ctrl key, type "A").
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Then copy the selection to the clipboard one of these 3 ways:
1.  From the menu:  Edit->Copy,
2.  With your mouse right-click and pick "Copy", or
3.  With the keyboard type Ctrl+C (i.e. while holding down the Ctrl key, type "C").
 
Then go to DMT and click on the "Save GEDmatch 1-1" button. If the One-to-one data has been properly copied to the
clipboard, you should see the following dialog so that you can save that data as a file:
 

 
DMT will assign the filename for you as:  One-to-one_aaaaaa_bbbbbb_ss.csv 
where:
   aaaaaa is the kit number of the first kit in the One-to-one
   bbbbbb is the kit number of the second kit in the One-to-one
   _ss indicates whether this was the Autosomal comparison (at) or if it was the X-DNA comparison (X)
   .csv indicates this is a comma delimited file which can be read by Excel and other programs.
 
The best place to save this file is to same folder where your segment match file for person with kit aaaaaa is. 
 
You don't have to download the file if the reverse file for bbbbbb as the first kit and aaaaaa as the second kit is already
in the folder. For person with kit aaaaaa, DMT will first include all the One-to-one's with aaaaaa in the first position, and
then will add any others with aaaaaa in the second position.  It will use the first one it finds.
 
You also don't have to download the X file if you have no X matches with the person.
 
If the clipboard does not contain One-to-one data, then you'll get the following message. If you get this message, try
the copy and paste again:
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DMT will also look for any and all GEDmatch one-to-one files that are in:
1.  The folder containing File A
2.  If "File B" is selected, then the folder containing File B
3.  if "Folder B' is selected, then Folder B and if "include subfolders" is selected, then additionally all subfolders of
Folder B.
 
You can use a One-to-one file to add any match whether they share more than 2100 cM or not.
 
If the person is already in the segment match file, they will not be included a second time.
 
File B segment match files will only include the One-to-one file if the person is in File A or was added to File A by a
One-to-one file.
 
The log file created for the run will indicate which One-to-one files were included with each segment match file.
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How to Use Double Match Triangulator
 
 
Follow through the pages in this section.
 
First, you'll familiarize yourself with the Double Match Triangulator Main Window.
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Getting Started with DMT, DMT's Main Window
 

 
Getting Started with Double Match Triangulator:
 
DMT has a single window that performs all its functionality. Messages are written on the window itself. Green text is
good. Red text is not good.
 
When you press the Run button, the Messages Area will show you the status of the run and tell you when the run is
complete
 
 

Segment Match file for Person A
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The segment match file for Person A is shown here. There is a dropdown at the right that allows fast selection
of previously used files. Person A is normally the person you are interested in, often yourself, or someone
whose ancestors you want to find.
 

Select and display Person A

Pressing the  button will bring up a file dialog that allows you to select the Person A file. When a Person
A file is selected, the first few lines of the file are read and the name of Person A and the DNA company is
obtained and displayed here to make it easy for you to verify that it is the correct file. The name is shown in
green if this is a valid segment match file. A message is shown in red if this is not a valid segment match file.
 

Person A Sex

You can select Male (1 X) or Female (2 X). If you select Male, then DMT will display one X chromosome,
otherwise it will display 2 X chromosomes. The Male/Female designation is stored in the People file.

Segment Match file for Person B

The segment match file for Person B is shown here. There is a dropdown at the right that allows fast selection
of previously used files. Person B people is the person whose matches will be compared to Person A when
you select the File B check box.
 

Select and display Person B

Pressing the  button will bring up a file dialog that allows you to select the Person B file. When a Person
B file is selected, the first few lines of the file are read and the name of Person B and the DNA company is
obtained and displayed here to make it easy for you to verify that it is the correct file. The name is shown in
green if File B is selected and this file is valid and will be used in the DMT run. If the file is not a valid segment
match file, a message in red will be shown. This is shown in grey if File B is not selected.
 

Save GEDmatch 1-1

The Tier 1 Matching Segment Search results at GEDmatch do not include matches with close relatives
who share 2100 cM or more. So the segment match files from GEDmatch will not include parents, children,
siblings, and some aunts, uncles, nephews, nieces, grandparents, grandchildren or half siblings could be
left out of it. To obtain them, you'll have to run a One-to-one report at GEDmatch. Once you do, you copy
the resulting report to your clipboard and then press this "Save GEDmatch 1-1" button and DMT will create
a One-to-one file that it will use to include with the segment matches. For full instructions on obtaining and
downloading the GEDmatch 1-1 files, see: Downloading Segment Match Data: GEDmatch.
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File/Folder B

There are actually 3 choices here:
1.  Check only File B to use the Person B selection and to compare Person A with just Person B.
2.  Check only Folder B to use every segment match file that is in Folder B and compare Person A with all the
people represented by the segment match files in Folder B.
3.  Leave both File B and Folder B unchecked. This will run File A alone in order to obtain just the single
matches or to initially create the People file.
 

Folder B

The folder containing the segment match files to be matched with Person A is shown here. There is a
dropdown at the right that allows fast selection of previously used folders.
 

Select Folder B and file count

Displays the number of segment match files in Folder B (and subfolders if that is selected).  This is shown in
green if Folder B is selected and the files in this folder (and subfolders if selected) will be used in the DMT
run. This is shown in red if there are no segment match files in the folder. This is shown in grey if Folder B is
not selected.
 

Subfolders

If checked, then the files in Folder B and all its subfolders will be used and the count of files will include the
subfolders. If not checked, then only files in Folder B will be used.
 

Combine Results

If Folder B is selected and this box is unchecked, then a DMT Excel file will be created for Person A run
individually against each Person B in Folder B (and optionally the subfolders).
 
If Folder B is selected and this box is checked, then the results of Person A with each Person B in Folder
B (and optionally the subfolders) are combined together. Since the combined file could become very large,
there is one DMT file produced for each of 23 chromosomes and a separate People file.
 

Segment Limits

These are two important settings.
 
1.  Min Triang is the smallest triangulating or double matching segment that will be included in the analysis.
This is to exclude by chance matches that can occur for small segments in triangulations. The default is 7 cM
and you'll see that the dropdown contains lines on either side of the 7 cM selection to remind you that it is the
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suggested value. "Min Triang" will be shown in green if you selected 7 cM or more. It will be shown in grey if 5
cM or 6 cM is selected. It will be shown in red if 4 cM or less is selected, but DMT will still run.
 
2.  Min Single is the smallest single matching segment that will be assumed to be valid. This is to exclude by
chance matches that can occur for small segments in single matches. Non-triangulating A-C matches that
are smaller than this value will still be included in the results, but will be place in an "X" (eXcluded) section
and given the status "Small AC" or "Small Inferred". The default is 15 cM and you'll see that the dropdown
contains lines on either side of the 15 cM selection to remind you that it is the suggested value. "Min Single"
will be shown in green if you selected 15 cM or more. It will be shown in grey if 10 cM or 12 cM is selected,
where up to 40% of your matches might be by-chance. It will be shown in red if 8 cM or less is selected, but
DMT will still run. Many to most of your small matches might be by-chance.
 
DMT will not allow you to enter a value of Min Triang that is larger than Min Single.
 

Run button

Press this button to run File A against File B or the Folder B files and build the resulting DMT Excel files.
 

Cancel button

This will cancel the building of the DMT Excel files after the current DMT Excel file that is being worked on is
completed.
 

Run Projection

Displays a message stating the number of Double Match Triangulator (DMT) Excel files that will be created
when the run button is pressed. When File B is selected, then only the one DMT Excel file will be produced.
When Folder B is selected, then multiple DMT Excel files will be produced as specified. The number is shown
in green if the Run will result in at least 1 DMT Excel file, A message will be shown in red if the A and B
selections will not result in any DMT Excel files. Person A's file will not be run against itself so its segment
match file will not be included in the count.
 

Folder A button

All the DMT Excel files produced for a run, as well as the log file for the run and the People file, are put in
Folder A, the folder where Person A's segment match file is. Press this button to open a Windows Explorer
window to the folder so you can then view the files produced. This button is very convenient to get you to your
data. I use it all the time.
 

People File button

Press this button to open the People File for Person A in Excel. This button is very convenient to allow you to
open your People file to add or modify your MRCAs. I use it all the time.
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Optional Output Files

Select the DNA Painter file(s) box to have a DNA Painter file produced. See DNA Painter File for more
information about this file.
 

Help button

This button will open the DMT Help file.
 

Messages Area

This is where runtime messages are displayed so that you can monitor the progress of your DMT runs. Most of these
messages are also included in the log file that is produced. See Log File for more detail about the messages.
 

License information

This area shows who purchased the license to be the user of this program. If the program is not licensed,
then a registration area appears instead, allowing you to enter your license information.
 

New Version Check and Web Update

Click on this link and DMT will check online if there is a new version available and will open up a new window
that will tell you if there is.
 
If there is a new version, you will get a window like this and be able to do a quick and easy web update to
install the new version.

http://www.doublematchtriangulator.com
http://www.doublematchtriangulator.com
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If there is not a newer version than the one you already have, you will get a window like this:
 

 

You can check the "Check Automatically" box  to have DMT check online for a new
version each time you start the program. Doing that will display either "New Version Available" or "You Have
the Latest Version" instead of "Check online for new version".
 
Note that to check for a new version, DMT needs to read a small file on the DMT website that has the latest
version number in it. DMT will never attempt to go to the internet unless you give it permission to by either
clicking the "Check online for new version" link or by checking the "Check Automatically" box. Reading the
small file with the version is the only thing DMT will do. It will not transmit or receive any other information
other than getting the DMT nstallation file when you do an update. 
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1. Set Up Your People File and MRCAs
 
Person A is the person whose chromosomes you want to map. Every Person A will have their own "People file".
 
The People file has the same filename as the Person A's segment match file, except that "_people.xlsx" is at the end
of its name instead of ".csv". DMT looks for the People file in the same folder at Person A's segment match file.
 
If you don't have a People file for Person A yet, do the following to create or update your file:
 

1. 
 
Ensure your segment match file for Person A is listed in the File A box. Find it with the  button.

 
2.  Set the selection box below the File A box to Male (1 X) or Female (2 X) to designate whether Person A should be
built with one or two X chromosomes.

    
    DMT will write your selection into cell A1 of the people file so that it will remember you selection the next time you
pick this segment match file as Person A.
 

3. 
 
Leave both  and  unchecked, and press the  button.

 

4. 
 
When the run completes, you should see that the  button becomes activated. Press the button to open

your People file.
 
The People File will initially look like this:

The NAME-C column contains all the people who match Person A, ordered by cluster in the CLUSTER column which
initially is all "U" for Unknown, and then by Total cM in the TOTAC column. Also shown are the number of segments
matching (TOTAC), the largest segment match (MAXAC) and the total X match (XTOTAC).
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5.   What's important to do now is to fill in the MRCA-C column that is shown above by the red box. This column
contains the Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) between A and C expressed from A's point of view up to the
ancestor. There is a simple notation developed for you so that you can enter that information.
     - Use "F" for the Father's line
     - Use "M" for the Mother's line
     - Use "R" to represent the paiR of ancestoRs who are the MRCAs.
For example. If person C is person A's 2nd cousin on their Father's Mother's side, then the MRCA should be entered
as:   FMR
Here's some guidelines and you'll get the hang of it quick:

R - use for all descendants of Person A's parents. This includes Person A's children, grandchildren, siblings,
nieces, nephews, great-nieces, etc.
FR - use for all descendants of Person A's father's parents. This includes Person A's father, aunts, uncles, 1st
cousins, descendants of 1st cousins, etc.
MR - same as FR but on Person A's mother's side.
FFR - use for all descendants of Person A's father's father's parents. This includes Person A's grandfather,
great-uncles/aunts, 2nd cousins, descendants of 2nd cousins, etc.
FMR, MFR, MMR - Same as for FFR except for father's mother's parents, mother's father's parents, and
mother's mother's parents.
FMMMFFFFMMFMR - You can extend this to any level if you know your ancestry back that far.
But remember, we want the "Most Recent" common ancestral line which is the line that likely supplied most of
the matching segments.
For half-relatives, e.g., half-siblings or half-uncles/aunts, go up to the level at which you share both ancestors,
e.g.
FR - half sibling sharing father
FFR - half uncle/aunt sharing grandfather
 
Only enter MRCAs that you are fairly certain about.
If a person is equally related on through both parents, e.g. a first cousin of both your father and your mother,
enter them as R. The MRCA overrules the cluster assignment and will prevent this person from influencing the
ancestral path assigned to the segments.
 
Any person whose MRCA is assigned R and who shares from 2300 to 3300 cM will be assumed to be a
sibling, and a line will be added into the log file for each sibling assumption. Siblings matches have to be
handled by DMT in a custom manner because they match on both parents about 25% of the time. Currently,
you cannot override DMT's assumption about siblings. If DMT is incorrectly assuming siblings, then remove
the R from that person's MRCA or change it if it was wrong.
 
An R at the end of an MRCA indicates you know the MRCA exactly.
 
An MRCA without an R at the end, which is called a Partial MRCA, may be entered to indicate that you only
know part of the line up to the MRCA, e.g.
MF - You know someone is on your mother's father's side but don't know after that (may be MFF... or MFM...)
 
Partial MRCAs not ending in R are a good way to enter partial lines that you might get from DNA clustering
tools that use the Leeds Method or something similar.
 
Partial MRCAs will not overrule DMT's cluster assignment and DMT may extend or reduce or change the
Partial MRCA when assigning the cluster to the person.
 
If a person is related more than one way, e.g., MFFR and MMMR, then you may enter a partial MRCA for
them up to the point in common, e.g. in this example M.
 
Partial MRCAs are not used in inferrals, since inferrals need exact MRCAs.
 
DMT can only attempt to calculate ancestral lines as deep as the MRCAs you enter, so try to enter MRCAs for
as many people on different ancestral lines that you know. However, avoid entering MRCAs that are very deep
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such as 6 or more generations unless you are certain that this person is not related through other ancestral
lines.

 
6.  Normally, you'll know most of the MRCA of your closer matches but fewer from your more distant matches. After
you've entered your MRCAs, you should have something that looks like this:
 

 
As you enter the MRCAs, their background will get a shade that DMT associates with that parent or grandparent line.
DMT adds conditional formats to these cells so that the shading will occur.
 
In the above screenshot, for example:
 

The two people sharing 3384 cM could either be parents or children. In this case, they are parents. The
mother was given MR. The father was given FR. There are not any children here, but if there were, they
should be assigned R. Since DMT makes special use of parent information, it is very important that the
parents be given the correct MRCA. You should only have at most one person more than about 3300 cM
assigned FR and at most one assigned MR. Unfortunately, many of us do not have the benefit of having one
or both of our parents tested.
 
The person sharing 2709.9 cM is a sibling and is assigned R.
The people sharing 1711 cM and 1708.2 cM are both siblings of Person A's mother, so they are assigned MR. 
 
The people sharing 307 cM to 483 cM are all 1C1Rs (1C of Person A's parent).  There's a 2C1R sharing 66.5
cM.
 

The screenshot above only goes down to 51 cM, but don't forget to look through the people with lower match totals, as
some may be known relatives who can be assigned an MRCA.
 
 
7.  Now save the People file. 
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DMT will read the MRCAs from this People file every time this Person A is selected. 
 
Each Person A has their own People file and the MRCAs are from their own point of view.
 
Note:  You can change the MRCAs in the People file in between runs. DMT starts every run by reading all the
MRCAs in the People file, and will write the same MRCAs back into it if it recreates the file.
 
If you already have a People file but download a new segment match file for Person A and give it a different name, you
can copy or rename your current People file to match the new Person A file name (but with "_people.xlsx" at the end of
its name instead of .csv). That way, you won't have to add all your MRCA information again.
 
________________________________________________________________________
 
The format of the People file is the same as the People page. To understand what the People file contains, see: DMT
Excel File - People Page
 
The People file will be created during a run if it doesn't exist. 
 
It will be updated for any Combine All Results run to contain the people information for that run. The MRCAs you
entered will be retained in the file.
 
It will be updated during any run where the number of Person A matches is different than the number in the People file.
This may happen if you download a new segment match file for Person A or if you download new One-to-one files from
GEDmatch for Person A.
 
If you want to force a rebuild of the Person A file, a sneaky trick is to delete a few people who don't have MRCAs from
the People file and then do any run.
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2. Running Single Matches
 
Single matching is what most people are used to doing. One segment match file contains all the segment matches for
one person.
 
The general technique for single match painting is to find the people you know the MRCAs for, and to "paint" those
ancestors onto those segments. Tools like DNA Painter are usually used to do the painting.
 
DMT can give you the information about the segments that can be painted. It can also produced a summarized file that
DNA Painter can load with your ancestor's segments.
 
To run single matches with DMT, do the following:
 

1. 
 
Ensure your segment match file for Person A is listed in the File A box. Find it with the  button.

 
2.  Ensure your MRCAs are already set up in your People File.  See Step 1. Set Up Your People File and MRCAs.
 

3.  Optionally select  if you want a DNA Painter file produced.
 

4. 
 
Leave both  and  unchecked, and press the  button.

 

You can press the  button to take you to the directory where the Person A segment match file is, which is
also where the result will be.
 
DMT will produce a results file in Excel format that contains a Chromosome Map page and a People page, a Log file in
text format, and optionally a DNA Painter file in comma delimited format. The name of the result files identify Person A
for you.
 

 
 
The Chromosome Map page will look like this:
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The top section with blue and green shades are all the single segment matches as large or larger than the Min Single
cM limit on Chromosome 1 with any Person C who has their MRCA assigned to their father's side.
 
The second section with yellow and orange shades are all the single segment matches as large or larger than the Min
Single cM limit on Chromosme 1 with any Person C who has their MRCA assigned to their mother's side.
 
The third section with purple shades are all the single segment matches as large or larger than the Min Single cM limit
on Chromosome 1 with any Person C who does not have their MRCA assigned to either their father or mother's side.
 
The fourth section with grey shades are all the small single segment matches smaller than the Min Single cM limit on
Chromosome 1 with any Person C, including those who have their MRCA assigned.
 
This will continue down the page in the same way with Chromosome 2, then 3, all the way to 22 and X.
 
Note that since these are single matches, there is no Person B in column B. These are just Person A versus Person C
matches.
 
For details about this page, see DMT Excel File - Chromosome Map page.
 
 
The People page will look like this:
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The top section with blue, green, orange and yellow shades are all the people with MRCAs or clusters assigned.  They
are followed by everyone else with cluster U (unassigned) or X (people with all matches smaller than the Min Single
cM limit).
 
The People file that you set up earlier will not be updated unless the people have changed.
 
For details about this page, see DMT Excel File - People Page.
 
 
Also produced will be a Log File.and an optional DNA Painter File.
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3. Running Person A with Person B
 

Using two people's segment match files together is what I call double matching. Person A is the person you're
interested in. Person B is someone whose matches you want to compare to Person A's matches. 
 
If Person A matches Person C on a segment, and Person B matches Person C on at least part of the same segment,
then they double match on that segment.  If person A also matches Person B on that double match, then that
segment match triangulates.
 
The double matching technique will find ALL the triangulating segments between two people, A and B, that are
contained in the match data. This is the main function Double Match Triangulator was originally developed to do, i.e.
find all the triangulating segments so that you don't have to look for them yourself.
 
Segments that triangulate are important for two reasons:
1.  It is an indicatior that the segment might be Identical By Descent (IBD), i.e. passed down from a common ancestor.
2.  It considerably reduces the likelihood that the segment might match by chance, thus segments down to 7 cM are not
likely to be by chance rather than the 15 cM threshold for single matches.
 
To run double matching with DMT, do the following:

1. 
 
Ensure your segment match file for Person A is listed in the File A box. Find it with the  button.

 
2.  Ensure your MRCAs are already set up in your People File.  See Step 1. Set Up Your People File and MRCAs.
 

3. 
 
Ensure your segment match file for Person B is listed in the File B box. Find it with the  button.

 

4.  Optionally select  if you want a DNA Painter file to be produced.
 

5. 
 
Ensure that  is checked and press the  button.

 

You can press the  button to take you to the directory where the Person A segment match file is, which is
also where the results will be.
 
DMT will produce a results file in Excel format that contains a Chromosome Map page and a People page, a Log file in
text format, and optionally a DNA Painter file in comma delimited format. The names of the result files identify Person
A and Person B for you.
 

 
 
The Chromosome Map page will look like this:
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This will include all the triangulating segment matches, Missing A-B matches, Missing B-C matches, inferred matches,
and leftover single matches. Matches are put together into triangulation groups.
 
For details about this page, see DMT Excel File - Chromosome Map page.
 
 
The People page will look like this:
 

 
This will group people by cluster. The clusters estimate the ancestral path the closest relationship each person might
have to Person A.
 
If Person B has a known MRCA (as in this case it is FMFR), then many of the people who triangulate with Persons A
and B will most often be in that cluster.
 
For details about this page, see DMT Excel File - People Page.
 
Also produced will be a Log File and an optional DNA Painter File.
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4. Running Person A with each Person B
 
If you have a good number of segment match files, you don't want to have to match each of them to Person A one by
one. Instead, DMT can do them all for you.
 
To run double matching of Person A with each of many segment match files, do the following:

1. 
 
Ensure your segment match file for Person A is listed in the File A box. Find it with the  button.

 
2.  Ensure your MRCAs are already set up in your People File.  See Step 1. Set Up Your People File and MRCAs.
 
3.  Ensure all the segment match files for each Person B that you want to match are in a folder on your computer, or a
folder and some subfolders.

4. 
 
Find the folder containing the Person B match files with the  button.

 

5.  Ensure that  is checked. If you want subfolders as well then check .
 

6.  Optionally select  if you want DNA Painter files to be produced for each A versus B
run.
 

7. 
 
Ensure that  is not checked and press the  button.

 
DMT will produce a results file in Excel format that contains a Chromosome Map page and a People page and
optionally a DNA Painter file in comma delimited format for Person A in combination with each Person B. It will also
produce a Log file in text format.
 

You can press the  button to take you to the directory where the Person A segment match file is, which is
also where the result will be.
 
For example, running a Person A using a folder containing 10 Person B segment match files will produce 10 result
files, 1 log file, and optionally 10 DNA Painter files:
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The names of the result files and DNA Painter files identify Person A and Person B for you.
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5. Combine All Results
 

It is very useful to run Person A with different Person B people. Each Person B gives different match results about
different parts of Person A's DNA. Each Person B suggests triangulation groups on Person B's side of the family and
indicates other triangulation groups through Person A's other parent.
 
By combining all the results of each A versus B comparison, you can build up much more of each chromosome and
develop triangulation groups for many different ancestral lines.
 
Often, suggested ancestral lines for a match conflict for different B people. That can happen because even though a
relative is known to be, say, a second cousin on mother's father's side, some individual matches of that second cousin
may be through a different ancestral line because that cousin is related more distantly in another way. Double Match
Triangulator uses a method of consensus, meaning majority rules, and if more matches say one ancestral line than the
other, then that ancestral line is the one assigned to the match. In general, this would usually lead to the most logical
conclusion. That doesn't mean it is always correct.
 
This result of combining all files gives the best estimate of the ancestral lines and triangulation groups of Person A. It
suggests how other people who match might be related. Those suggestions might hint at an ancestral line that you, as
the genealogist, can research and hopefuly find the connection. If a connection is found, the MRCA of that person can
be added to the people file and the combined results can be run again.
 
Once enough MRCAs are known, a combined results run should successfully map the majority of Person A's DNA to
ancestral lines and triangulations groups.
 
Doing a combine all results run is very similar to doing a Person A with each Person B run. The only difference is that

 is checked. The procedure is:
 

1. 
 
Ensure your segment match file for Person A is listed in the File A box. Find it with the  button.

 
2.  Ensure your MRCAs are already set up in your People File.  See Step 1. Set Up Your People File and MRCAs.
 
3.  Ensure all the segment match files for each Person B that you want to match are in a folder on your computer, or a
folder and some subfolders.
 

4. 
 
Find the folder containing the Person B match files with the  button.

 

5.  Ensure that  is checked. If you want subfolders as well then check .
 

6.  Optionally select  if you want a DNA Painter file to be produced for the combined
results.
 

7. 
 
Ensure that  is checked and press the  button.

 

You can press the  button to take you to the directory where the Person A segment match file is, which is
also where the result will be.

 
DMT will produce 23 results files in Excel format that each contain a Chromosome Map page for one Chromosome.
It splits the results into chromosomes simply because a combined results file can get too large for Excel to handle
efficiently. DMT will also update the People file, produce a Log file in text format, and will optionally create a DNA
Painter file in comma delimited format for Person A. The names of the result files identify Person A for you.
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Below are the files that you will have following a combine all results run:
 

 
The People file will be overwritten with the combined results. All the MRCAs you've added to it will be retained.
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DMT Output Files
 
DMT produces a number of different output files.
 
Most are in Excel format and the filename ends with the .xlsx suffix. These can be read by Excel or any other
spreadsheet program.
 
The Log file records the details of every run you make. It lists all the problems encountered in your match files and has
a lot of summary information about your matches that you may find useful.
 
The DNA Painter File is an optional output file that is in in comma delimited format and the filename has the .csv suffix.
This is the format DNA Painter uses for input.
 

You can press the  button to take you to the directory where the Person A segment match file is, which is
also where DMT puts its output files.
 

You can press the  button to open the People File associated with Person A that will be in Folder A.
 
See the next pages for details of each type of output file.
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DMT Excel File - Chromosome Map Page
 
When comparing two files the output of the DMT program is an Excel file that has two pages. The first page is the
Chromosome Map page and shows all Chromosomes 1 to 23 on the page, one after another.
 
When combining all files the output of the DMT program includes 23 Excel files, with one Chromosome Map page for
each chromosome.
 
The two Chromosome Map pages are very similar and both are described here. The example shown below is from
Chromosome 1 when combining all files.
 

Double Match Line

 
Column A (NAME-A) is Person A, the person you are interested in whose ancestors you want to find. Column A is
not shown for inferred matches to indicate that Person A does not match.
 
Column B (NAME-B, MRCA-B) is Person B, the person whose segment match file is compared and double matched
with Person A. If Person B has a MRCA, the MRCA is shown following the name and a comma. The background
shade is based on the MRCA. Person B is not shown for A-C matches or Missing B-C matches to indicate that
Person B does not match.
Column C (NAME-C, MRCA-C) is Person C, who is always one of the people who Person A matches. Only people
Person A matches to are included in Person A's analysis. If Person C has an MRCA, the MRCA is shown following
the name and a comma. The background shade is based on the MRCA.

 
Column D (CLUSTER) is the cluster that was determined for Person C. It is determined from the most common
ancestral line of the segment matches between Person A and Person C. See the People Page for more information
about the cluster. The background shade is based on the cluster.
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Column E (CHR) is the chromosome the match is on. When comparing two files, all chromosomes are shown in
order in the one file. Chromsome X is included last. When combining all files, each chromosome is in their own file.
 
Columns F (START-AC) and G (END-AC) give the start and end base addresses of the Person A match with Person
C. The background shade is based on the ancestral path in column N. It is a darker shade if the address  coincides
with the start or end of the triangulating region. The AC matches are what you see in a chromosome browser from
Person A's point of view.
 
Column H (CM-AC) gives the number of Centimorgans (cM) of the match between Person A and Person C.  The
background shade is that same as for Columns F and G.  It is a darker shade if START-AC and END-AC both
coincide with the start and end of the triangulating region, meaning it is also the length of the triangulation.
 
Columns I (START-BC) and J (END-BC) give the start and end base addresses of the Person B match with Person
C. They are shown in a background shade of grey to illustrate that this is not a Person A match. It is a darker shade
if the the address coincides with the start or end of the triangulating region.
 
Column K (CM-BC) gives the number of centimorgans (cM) of the match between Person B and Person C. The
background shade is grey. It is a darker shade if START-BC and END-BC both coincide with the start and end of the
triangulating region. meaning it is also the length of the triangulation.This value can help identify whether Person
A or Person B is related more closely to the C person. In general, close relationships will have longer BC matches
than more distant relationships. Also, BC matches that are longer than the AC match indicate a possible closer
relationship of B to C than of A to C. Shorter matches indicate a possible farther relationship. This may provide clues
as to the relationship between Persons A, B and C and who their common ancestor might be.
 
Column L (STATUS) is described in its own section below:  Segment Match Status
 
Column M (TRIGROUP) is described in its own section below:  Triangulation Group
 
Column N (ANCEST PATH) is described in its own section below:  Ancestral Path
 
Columns O (START-AB) and P (END-AB) give the start and end base addresses of the Person A match with Person
B. The background shade is based on the ancestral path in column N. It is a darker shade if the address coincides
with the start or end of the triangulating region. Triangulations can only occur where A matches B. The "Freeze
Pages" property is set to Column N, so scrolling right will hide columns O, P and Q.
 
Column Q (CM-AB) gives the number of centimorgans (cM) of the match between Person A and Person B. The
background shade is that same as for Columns O and P.  It is a darker shade if START-AC and END-AC both
coincide with the start and end of the triangulating region, meaning it is also the length of the triangulation.
 

Segment Match Status

 
These are the possible status values for each segment match:
 

 Full Triangulation means that Person A matches Person C, Person B matches Person C,
and Person A matches Person B on at least some part of this segment.Triangulations often indicate that the
segment may have come from a common ancestor. The tricky part for you is to genealogically figure out who
that ancestor was. In the Chromosome Map area of this page, the triangulating segments are denoted with
capital letters and a dark shaded background.
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 These are full triangulations where the parent of the MRCA of A-B differs from the parent

of the MRCA of A-C. Because the parents differ, the MRCAs are not likely the same and there may be
a triangulation only because A-B, A-C and B-C are each matching on differing parents, i.e. opposite
chromosomes. DMT treats these like Single A-C matches (see below). For more information about this
situation, see my blog post: Triangulation does NOT mean IBD. If there are any MRCAs that differ, then the
number of them is given in the log file to alert you, and you can use the Excel "find" to search for them in the
Status column.
 

 or B is Mother or C is Father or C is Motherindicates that Person A is matching their parent
on the segment and that Person A and their parent are triangulating on that segment with the other person.
This is a full triangulation but it is special because the parent effectively "phases" the match to that parent's
chromosome. If the parent's match is smaller than Person A's match, then the extra bits of the A-C match are
marked as false and will be shown with 
 

 A Missing B-C Match is where Person A matches Person C and Person A matches Person
B, but Person B does not match Person C on this segment. Person B and Person C must be in-common-
with each other, i.e. they must match somewhere, but not here. These matches are very useful, because
if they in fact are not a triangulation, then they cannot occur on the same parental chromosome as any
triangulations that are at that location. They would then have to be A-C matches that are on the other parent's
chromosome. Thus, even though a Person B may be related on one parent's side, information is available for
both parents' chromosomes.
 

 A Missing A-B Match is where Person A matches Person C and Person B matches Person
C, i.e. a double match, but Person A does not match Person B on the segment so it is not a triangulation.
This works the same as a Missing B-C match.
 

 An Inferred match is where Person B matches Person C but Person A does not match
Person C on the same segment. When the MRCA of Person A with both Person B and Person C are known,
in some cases the B-C match may be able to tell you what the A-C match cannot be. Inferred matches are
shown in a grey shade because to indicate that they are not an A-C match. The ancestral path of an inferred
match will always start with "not ", e.g. . The ancestral path that this match refutes is the one given.
 

 A Single A-C match is an A-C match that does not triangulate, is also not a missing B-C
or missing A-B match, and is at least as large as the Min Single cM limit. Being larger than the Min Single
limit assumes that this match is large enough to not be a match by chance and likely was passed down from
a common ancestor. If the MRCA for person C was assigned, then the MRCA's parental side will be used,
unless there are also overlapping triangulations on that parental side which indicate a conflict. If the MRCA is
not assigned and there were triangulations on that segment then the segment will be assigned to the opposite
parent. In case of a conflict or no MRCA and no triangulations, then this match is placed into the "U" unknown
parent section.
 
MRCA Bad on X - if you see this status, then you may have a Person C matching on the X chromosome
whose MRCA is on Person A's father and Person A is male. That can't happen since a male only receives an
X chromosome from his mother. DMT only includes a mother-side X chromosome when Person A is male. Or
you may have a Person C matching on the X chromosome whose MRCA includes "FF". That can't happen
because an X chromosome doesn't pass down from a male to a male.
 

 A Small A-C match is a single match that does does not reach the Min Single cM limit.
These matches might be by chance matches that do not come from a common ancestor. They are included
in DMT's output so that you can still see all of Person A's matches, but they are put into the "X" excluded
section so that you will know what A-C segments were not used in the analysis. 
 

 A Small Inferred match is an inferred match that does does not reach the Min Single cM limit.
These matches might be by chance B-C matches that do not come from a common ancestor of B and C.

https://www.beholdgenealogy.com/blog/?p=2284
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They are included in DMT's output so that you can still see all the inferred matches, but they are put into the
"X" excluded section so that you will know what inferred segments were not used in the analysis.  
 

Triangulation Group

 
The triangulation group containing the segment is specified with an 11 character notation based on a similar
notation designed by Jim Bartlett.
 
The first two characters is the chromosome number, "01" to "23", where "23" represents the X chromosome.
 
The 3rd character is either "F" for father's chromosome, "M" for mother's chromosome, "U" for unknown
whether father or mother, or "X" for exclude from analysis. The latter group is used for small single segments
and small inferred segments.
 
Then are two sets of 3 digit numbers with a period separating them for readability.  The 3 digit numbers are
the starting and ending base positions of the triangulation group given in Mbp (mega base pairs = 1,000,000
of them). They are truncated to the nearest Mbp which is good enough for accuracy since there is usually
extra matching at the ends of each segment.
 
DMT bases the start and end of of triangulation groups on the positions where triangulations start and end. 
Each segment will be assigned to the smallest triangulation group that contains the segment.
 
In the "U" unknown parent section and "X" excluded section, only one group is used on each chromosome
with the start and end positions covering the entire chromosome.
 
For example, 01F.003.007 refers to the triangulation group that is on father's chromosome 1, starts at a base
address of 3 Mbp and goes up to and includes the 9 Mbp column, i.e. 10 Mbp starts a new triangulation
group.

 

Ancestral Path
 

 
The ancestral path is determined where possible for each segment match. MRCAs are needed to calculate
ancestral paths, and the notations of the two are similar.
 
Ancestral paths are comprised of "F" and "M" characters, so an FMF ancestral path states that the segment
may come from Person A's father's mother's father.  Ancestral paths never contain the trailing "R" that
MRCAs do.
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The ancestral path of a segment is based on the agreed-upon ancestral path at all the Mbps between the
segment's start position to its end position. If, for example, part of a segment is FMF and another part is
FMM, then the consensus is taken to be FM.
 

 - The ancestral path of an inferred segment is specified with the word "not" before the path, because
an inferred path tells you the path that likely is not the correct one.
 

- For a combined run, if the combined run results in a different ancestral path than the A versus B
run it came from, then the ancestral path from the A versus B run is shown following the word "was".
 

 - If a segment triangulates, but Person C does not have an MRCA and there are overlapping
triangulations on both parents, then the parental side of this segment cannot be determined. The ancestral
path is assigned "both" and the segment is placed in the U unknown parent section.
 

 - If a segment triangulates, but Person C does not have an MRCA and there are not any
overlapping triangulations on either parents, then the parental side of this segment cannot be determined.
The ancestral path is left blank and the segment is placed in the U unknown parent section.
 

For a combined run, If both parents have tested and an A-C segment match does not match
either parent, then the ancestral path is assigned "No Parent" and the segment is placed in the U unknown
parent section.
 

Chromosome Map
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The right section of the Chromosome Map page in the Excel file, from columns O to JB, provides a simple
visual representation of the matches.
 
The numbers at the top (Row 1) represent the base pair addresses in millions (Mbp).
So, for example, 14 would represent base pair addresses between 14000000 and 14999999.
 

 - Capital letters with dark shaded backgrounds represent triangulations. The capital letters
indicate the ancestral path up to the grandparent that was determined for each Mbp. So the possibilities
are F, FF, FM, M, MF, MM. The color used is based on the parent or grandparent. You can also have
triangulations where the parental side is unknown. 
 

 - Small letters with light shaded backgrounds are segment matches which are not triangulations
  The letters also indicated the ancestral path up to the grandparent, but there may also be  for B-C
matches of inferrals or extra B-C matching before or after the A-C match starts and ends, e.g: .  You
can have matches that are not triangulations where the parent is unknown , and matches that are
excluded from analysis: 
 
The dark vertical and horizontal lines separate triangulation groups.
 
Some segments may seem to span two ancestral lines, such as the segments shown here that start as FM
and end as FF:

Technically, ancestors can change over one segment but they should not normally change grandparents.
DMT extends grandparents to triangulation group boundaries so within a triangulation, if grandparents
change then it will be at a triangulation boundary.
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DMT Excel File - People Page
 

This page is an index of the people matching Person A. It lists every Person C who matches Person A.
 
When comparing two files, this page is the second page of the produced Excel file, following the Chromosome
Map page which is the first page.
 
When combining all results, this page is a separate Excel file for Person A and it is called the People file. This
is the file that you update the MRCAs you know for Person A's relatives. See: Set Up Your People File and
MRCAs.  The People page and People file have exactly the same format.
 
The illustration below shows a combine all results People file that shows only the first 5 lines in each cluster.

 
 

 
 

Persons A and C and their MRCA

 
Column A (NAME-A) is the name of Person A. The column name in cell A1 will be NAME-A (1 X) if
Person A is male, i.e. has 1 X chromosome, and it will be NAME-A (2 X) if Person A is female, i.e. has 2 X
chromosomes. To change this value, use the Person A Sex dropdown on Double Match Triangulator's Main
Window.
Column B (NAME-C) are the names of all the C people who match Person A. Person C names beginning with
## have overlapping matches, which indicate there likely are two or more indistinguishable people having the
same name. The ## warns you that their matches have been combined under that one name. Unless you
know that all the people with ## have the same MRCA, you should not assign them an MRCA so that they will
not improperly influence the ancestral path assignments.
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Column C (MRCA-C) contains your entries of any Most Recent Common Ancestors (MRCA) for Person A
and Person C that you know. See Set Up Your People File and MRCAs for more info on how to enter your
MRCAs. If the MRCA has been entered, then columns B and C will be given a background shade based on
what the MRCA is.

 

Cluster Information

 
Column D (CLUSTER) contains the cluster that DMT assigns to Person C. The Cluster is the ancestral path
from Person A that is expected to lead to Person C. Clusters help classify the side of the family that each
person may belong to. The people page is grouped by cluster. They will allow you to genealogically focus
on that line to try to find how Person C is actually related to Person A. When you determine their actual
relationship, then you can fill in this person's MRCA in column C of Person A's people file and run the whole
shebang again.
 
The cluster will be calculated based on the most common agreed upon ancestral path on chromosomes 1 to
23. For example if a Person C has just two chromosomes with ancestral paths assigned of FF and FMF, then
the cluster for Person C will be F.
 

 Cluster R is for people whose MRCA is R, meaning they share both parents with Person A, i.e.
Person A's children, grandchildren, siblings, nephews and nieces.

 Cluster U is for people whose parental side did not cannot be determined, or people whose
chromosomes are equally represented with ancestral paths on both parents.

 Cluster X is for people that only have excluded matches.
 
For people who have a known MRCA (with an R at the end), that MRCA will always be used as the cluster
(less the trailing R).
 
The background shade of the cluster is based on the first two letters of the cluster. A darker shade is used if
the person has triangulations and a lighter shade is used if not.
 
Column E (STATUS) indicates the nature of the matches between Persons A, B and C:

 or  indicates Person C is a parent of Person A. The MRCA of Person C must
have been specified as FR or MR.

 indicates that Person A, B and C triangulate on at least one segment.
 indicates that Person A and Person B both match Person C, but they do not triangulate

anywhere.
 indicates that Person A matches Person C, but person B does not match Person C.

 
Column F (TRISEG) gives the total number of triangulating segments between Person A, any of the B people,
and Person C.
 
Column G (INFSEG) gives the number of inferred segments that any of the B people have with Person C.
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AC Single Matches

 
Columns H (NUMAC), I (TOTAC), J (MAXAC) and K (XTOTAC) give the number of segments matching
between Person A and Person C, their total match length in cM, the largest matching segment length in cM,
and the total match length on the X chromosome in cM.
 
Note that the TOTAC includes only segments that at least as large as the MinTriang segment limit that you
have set. The default is 7 cM.  Each company has their own limit as to what they include in their total, so their
total cM may be different. TOTAC also excludes X chromosome segments.
 
Within clusters, the people on the Chromosome Map page are sorted by highest total match length (TOTAC)
so that the presumably closer relatives of Person A in each cluster will be listed first.
 
BC Single Matches
When comparing two files with each other (Person A with Person B), there will be four additional columns
included in the people file following the XTOTAC column:

NUMBC, TOTBC, MAXBC AND XTOTBC, which is the same information but for the matches of Person B
with Person C rather than Person A with Person C.

 

AC Single Matches by Chromosome

 
The next 23 columns (L ... AH) show for every chromosome, the ancestral lines assigned to each match
between Person A and Person C on that chromosome. Triangulations are in uppercase. Non-triangulations
are in lower case. If the ancestral line is an unknown parent, then it is "U" or "u".  Inferrals are shown as "i".
 
If there is more than one single match on the chromosome, a consensus ancestral path is determined and
shown as the first path in the list followed by a colon. Triangulations take precedence in determining the
ancestral path. Unknown parents and inferrals make no contribution to the consensus path.
 
e.g.  shows that there are three single A-C matches on the chromosome.The first A-C match
has ancestral path m, which is non-triangulating on Person A's mother's side. The second A-C match is a
triangulating FM match on Person A's father's mother's side. The third match is a u unknown parent match. In
this example, the consensus is the triangulating FM match, so the consensus FM: is added before the other
three. The background shade is based on the consensus match.
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Double Matches with Person B

 
These are only included when combining all files. One column is added for every Person B that was used.
Person B's name is listed in row 2. These columns will give you information about which C people are
triangulating or otherwise interacting or not interacting with each B person.
 
Under each B person's name are the ancestral paths of matches between Person A and Person C that
overlap with a match of Person B and Person C, or overlap with a match of Person A and Person B. Where
there is more than one ancestral path, a consensus ancestral path is determined and shown as the first path
in the list followed by a colon. The consensus ancestral path is determined the same as described in AC
Single Matches by Chromosome above. The background shade is based on the consensus match.
 
Since these are double matches, they will triangulate and be shown in uppercase if the third leg (A-B or B-C)
also matches on the segment. If the third leg does not match on the segment, they will not triangulate and will
be shown in lowercase.
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DNA Painter File
 

DMT optionally can produce files that can be input into Jonny Perl's DNA Painter website.
 
The file DMT creates is a comma delimited file with the name:  DMT_nnnnnn_dnapainter.csv
where nnnnnn identifies the person (for a combine all run) or the two people (for a compare files run).
 
If you open the file in Excel or a text editor, you can see the contents:
 
 

 
Columns A (Chr), B (Start), C (End) and I (Side) contain the chromosome, start position and end position of each
segment as well as the parental side of the segment (paternal or maternal)
 
Column F (Match) identifies the DMT run this data is from. It is the same in every line.
 
Column H (Group) contains the ancestral group for that segment, using DMT's notation (F=father, M=mother). This will
be used as the DNA Painter group. You'll notice that all segments on the paternal side will have its group start with F
and all on the maternal side will have its group start with M.
 
Only segments with ancestral paths of at least two generations (to the grandparents) will be included. There is
really no need to include segments only known to be F or to be M because you already know the whole paternal
chromosome is F and the whole maternal chromosome is M.
 
Column K (Colour) will be displayed in DNA Painter as the same grandparent colors used in DMT, with different
shades of those colors used to give additional differentiation right up to the 4th generation, giving 16 possible different
colors.
 
The cM, SNPs, Conf and Notes fields are not known by DMT and are not filled in.
 
 
Loading the file into DNA Painter

http://www.dnapainter.com
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1. Either create a new profile in DMT, or open one of your existing profiles if you want to add to it.
 
2. Click on the gear and select the Action:  "Import segment data"
 

3. On DNA Painter's import screen, use the "Choose File" button to locate the DMT dnapainter.csv file to upload. You
can leave DNA Painters' cM settings as they are.
 
4. Press the "Import this File" button.
 
5. Congrats. You've done it. Here is an example of what the above file gives in DNA Painter:
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Log File
 
Every time you press the Run button, the DMT program displays progress information about the run in the "Messages"
area of DMT's main window.
 
DMT also creates a log file that documents the above progress information. The log file summarizes the run and
includes the details of any errors encountered and the processing that has taken place.
 
Log files are not needed by Double Match Triangulator. They are created by DMT to provide you more information
about your results. Feel free to delete the log files if you feel you have too many of them or if they are getting in your
way.
 
Log files are saved in Folder A along with the DMT Excel Output files.
 
For single runs, the log file is named:  DMT_aaaaaa_single_log.txt
For A vs B runs, the log file is named:  DMT_aaaaaa_bbbbbb_log.txt
For A vs all B runs, the log file is named:  DMT_aaaaaa_all_doubles_log.txt
For combined runs, the log file is named:  DMT_aaaaaa_combined_log.txt
where:
   aaaaaa - is the identifier for Person A
   bbbbbb - is the identifier for Person B
 
The DMT log file will be overwritten with new results when the same run is done again.
 
DMT log files can be viewed in Notepad or any other text editor. Here is how the beginning of a log file looks when
opened in Notepad:
 

 
 
Below are details of the sections of information in the order that they are presented:
 
Header Section
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The log file starts with the program version, licensee, the file it was saved to and the segment limits used for the run.
 
Person A Information

Information about Person A's segment file, including the file path, the number of people and segment matches, and
how many are being used with the segment size limit that was set. Any data problems to note are preceeded by three
asterisks ***.
 
The People File and MRCAs

The people file for Person A is read. The number of valid MRCAs you specified in the file will be shown. Illegal MRCAs
that will not be used will be listed. If you have specified one or both of Person A's parents in the file using MRCAs of
FR and/or MR, then DMT will confirm here that they were found.
 
The Processing DMT will do

The files DMT will process are listed. If Folder B is selected, then all the files to be processed will be listed.
For a combine all run (shown above), each file B s checked to see if that person matches Person A somewhere. If not,
they will not be included since all people must match Person A in a combined run. Also, if DMT detects more than one
segment match file for a Person B, it will use the newest file and skip the others.
 
Match File Processing Information for Each Pair of Files
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Every run of File A with File B has its own processing summary. This will include a summary of what is in Person B's
match file. Up to the first 100 data problems are displayed and well as a summary of them. The MRCA and matching
segments between Person A and Person B are shown. If one or both parents are in Person A's match file, then
additional parent processing is shown. A summary of the matches between Person A and Person B is provided.
 
Output File summary

Each output file will be listed.
 
DNA Painter File summary

If a DNA Painter output file was desired, the DNA Painter filename and path is shown. It also displays the total Mbp
and percentage of each parents DNA that have been mapped to back to at least grandparents.
 
Extra Information in a Combine All Results run
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A Combine All Results will summarize the F (father), M (mother), U (unknown), and X (excluded) segment matches of
Person A, give the percentage excluded (X), and the number inferred, all by segment size.
 
People File summary

Tells you if the People File was updated. The MRCAs you had previously entered into the People File will be retained.
 
Completion Line

If the run completes normally, there should be a final processing summary line.
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Ideas, Tips and Tricks
 
What DMT Can Give You
 
Double Match Triangulator will provide you with ALL triangulations that Person A has with Person B down to the "Min
Triang" limit that you specify.
 
Double Match Triangulator will also provide you with ALL inferred matches that Person A has with Person B down to
the "Min Single" limit. Inferred matches can only be determined from a Person B and Person C who both have their
MRCAs assigned.
 
Double Match Triangulator will also take your known MRCAs and automate the DNA Painting procedure that you
would do it you had the time and patience to paint thousands of segment. It will include the use of triangulation
information which most DNA Painting methods do not consider. And it will optionally produce DNA Painter output file
that can be uploaded to Jonny Perl's Dna Painter tool.
 
Double Match Triangulator will organize the people into Clusters that correspond to your MRCAs, providing different
and additional information from other clustering tools.
 
 
Interpreting Results
 
Double Match Triangulator is designed to help you extract information from your DNA matches. It automates a lot of
the work of comparing segments and assigning ancestral paths that you would want to do.
 
The results are only as good as the segment data and your MRCA assignments. Generally segment data is more
"correct" than "incorrect" and the same hopefully can be said for your MRCA assignments. What that means is that
DMT's results should generally be good, but are definitely subject to error. You should check any results you use to
see that they seem logical and make sense to you.
 
Think of DMT like a clustering algorithm that does its best job to put people together into clusters that make them most
similar. That in no means gives you perfect results. It just gives a best-possible algorithmic estimate of what the most
likely results are. That is good information that can help you to place your DNA relatives into your family tree.
 
 
Incorrect Results
 
If you assign an MRCA to a person, but the person is also related another way, then the segments through the other
relationship will be assigned an incorrect ancestral path. Since DMT uses a consensus-based decision as to what the
ancestral path of a segment is, hopefully is most cases, correct assignments will outnumber incorrect assignments and
the final mapping will be correct. But not always.
 
If a segment match is a match by chance or false match, the MRCA will be assigned if the match is included. You
can manipulate the segments that will or will not be triangulated and included with the Min Triang and Min Segment
settings.
 
 
Using Older Segment Match Files
 
Any segment match file can only include people who tested before you downloaded the file. A newer file will have
people who tested that the older file did not. Obviously, you would like the newest file possible, but maybe you got the
segment match file a while ago from someone else and have no way of updating it. Can you still use that file?
 
If you compare a newer file as File A with an older file as File B, the newer File A may match Person C, but the older
File B may not because Person C did not test yet. That match could actually be a triangulation, but would then only

https://www.dnapainter.com/
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show up as a single A-C match. If Person A has any triangulations with other people on the segment, then the A-C
match will be incorrectly assigned to the opposite parent.
 
If you compare an older file as File A with a newer file as File B, then the Person A file will not contain any newer
matches and there should be no problems with triangulations.
 
So the general rule if you have a choice, is use a File A that is older than any of your File B's.  If that's not possible,
then just be aware that for C people who tested after B tested may have some segments assigned by DMT to the
opposite parent when they should be triangulations.
 
 
Organize Your Match Files
 
I create a DNA folder for all my DNA analysis.
 
Under that, I have a folder for FTDNA, one for 23andMe, one for MyHeritage and one for GEDmatch.
 
Under those, I have a folder for each person who I got the match files from.  My own files and the files of people I
administer are in a folder called "Louis Kessler".  For GEDmatch, you can download files yourself, so you could put
them all in the GEDmatch folder if you want.
 
Then, I can run myself (or anyone else) as File A against all the files I got from a specific person, or all my matches by

specifying the DNA company folder and checking 
 
 
One Company At a Time
 
DMT only can compare same to same. i.e. FTDNA to FTDNA, 23andMe to 23andMe, MyHeritage to MyHeritage, and
GEDmatch to GEDmatch. That is mainly because the same people at different companies very often have different
names.
 
If you have data for a Person A from multiple companies, then what you can do is use is set up DMT to do a Combine
all Results run and do that once for each company. Each company will have a different People file for Person A, and
you'll have to enter Person A's MRCAs into each of them. But then you'll be able to compare the result files between
the companies yourself, or create DNA Painter files and load them into DNA Painter and use the DNA Painter tools to
compare them.
 
Which company? All of them that you have data for, of course. Every one will give different information because you
match to different people at the different companies. Ancestry DNA unfortunately doesn't supply its users with their
match data, so the only way to include an Ancestry DNA tester is if they've uploaded one of the other companies.
 
 
MRCAs Rule!
 
If you don't know any of your DNA match's MRCAs, then DMT won't be able to calculate any ancestral paths for you.
The ancestral paths can only be calculated as deep as your most distant MRCA is. So if you only know a second
cousin, e.g. whose MRCA is MFR, then usually the best DMT can do for you is to separate out MF from MM. The more
MRCAs you know exactly, the better.
 
However, do realize that an MRCA very deep, e.g. MMFFFMR, might be a common ancestor, but it might not be the
only common ancestor and it might not be the Most Recent Common Ancestor.  Even so, it is definitely worth trying it.
If that person is only related through that ancestral path, then you got it right.
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To test if your deep path might is likely the best, try a run leaving its MRCA blank. See what ancestral paths DMT
assigns its segments and what cluster the person is put into. If the cluster and most of the segments agree with the
deep path, then you are likely safe to use that deep path.
 
 
Partial MRCAs
 
If you don't know the full MRCA of a DNA match, you can leave it blank and DMT will do its best to assign ancestral
paths to all the segment matches without that information.
 
But if you do know the match is along a specific line somewhere, feel free to enter the known part of the MRCA in
the people file. Partial MRCAs are indicated by not having a trailing R. That means the true MRCA is at least as long
and may be longer than what is given but the rest is unknown. e.g. you can use MM if you know the person is related
somehow through your Mother's Mother's line. The Leeds Method and various clustering tools may help you assign
partial MRCAs to some of your matches, especially at the grandparent level.
 
DMT will use full or partial MRCAs to be each segment's assumed starting ancestral path.
 
If you have a relative you know is related more than one way, then some segments will come from one MRCA and
some will come from another. You can only pick one MRCA, so segments from the other will be assigned incorrectly.
You can leave the MRCA blank, or you can use an partial MRCA (one without an "R" at the end) if the two MRCAs
start along the same path.
 
 
The X Chromosome
 
A male only has one chromosome 23 (aka X) that is passed from his mother. DMT uses the sex you enter for Person
A. If Person A is a male, DMT will calculate all ancestral paths on his X chromosome as coming only from his mother.
 
Any X matches with someone who has FF as part of their MRCA will be considered false. The X chromosome does
not pass through two males.
 
 
Triangulation Groups
 
Double Match Triangulator bases its triangulation groups boundaries on Mbp that have a local minimum number of
triangulations running through that location. This means that there are some triangulations that end before this point
and others that start after this point. This indicates a possible subdivision point that divides a triangulation group for a
closer MRCA into two triangulation groups of more distant MRCAs.
 
The starting and ending locations of triangulation groups cannot be determined exactly because there can be
by-chance matching at both the start and end of any real match. So the best that can be done are approximate
boundaries between triangulation groups. DMT rounds triangulation group boundaries to the nearest Mbp, and even
so, you'll see matches often extending a few Mbp past their boundary.
A key to interpreting matches and triangulation groups is that the start and end of any match is due to a recombination
that occurred somewhere down from the Most Recent Common Ancestor, and that could have happened on the way
down to Person A, down to Person B, or down to Person C. The Start-AC, End-AC, Start-BC and End-BC positions
on the Chromosome Map page can help you identify whose line "owns" the endpoint. If that endpoint was owned by
Person A, then the segment on the other side of the endpoint would have come from a different ancestor.
 
Small Segments
 
Be very careful on interpreting small segments. Single matches less than 15 cM might be matches by chance. 
Triangulations under 7 cM might be matches by chance.
 
Generally, you should leave the DMT defaults at these 7 cM and 15 cM levels:
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You're much better off trying to figure out new MRCAs to add, or getting other people's match files, than lowering these
limits.
 
What To Do When Results are Wrong
 
DMT has to use the data it is given. It uses all the matches from the segment match files filtered down to the Min
Triang level and it uses the MRCAs that you provide. Often the data conflicts, e.g. a segment triangulates with
someone on your father's father's side and someone else on your father's mother's side.
 
There are many possible reasons for these type of seemingly impossible results. Segment data isn't perfect. Company
matching algorithms aren't perfect. A match may be by chance. A smaller segment may be filtered out. Your MRCA
may not be correct. Your relative may be related more than one way. A triangulation may be through opposite parents.
One person may triangulate with everyone else because their two chromosomes match with the one segment. Two
different people might have the same name.
 
DMT attempts to take every assertion that your data makes and combine it into a consensus-based best estimate of
what's going on. It uses human-like logic to "paint" the segments, assign ancestral paths, and cluster your matches. It
does what you would want to do with the data, but does it in seconds rather than years.
 
One method you can use for analyzing segments matches and resolving conflicts is to produce both a "Combine all
results" run and then uncheck it and produce all the individual one-to-one runs. First look through the combined results
for anything that looks strange, Then check the relevant one-to-one runs to determine the details. You might want
to look at the specific segment match files to see the raw data that was used. Almost always, you'll find that there is
conflicting data, and the program is really doing the best it can with what it has.
 
If there is a specific person who is problematic, you can remove their MRCA, or use a partial MRCA, e.g. remove the
"R" or reduce the MRCA to just "F" or "M" without an "R" a the the end and let DMT tell you what it suggests as the
ancestral path of the person's segments and the cluster of the person.
 
You may also have some slightly-larger-than-small false segments. You may want to try increasing Min Triang and/or
Min Single by a few cM.
 
Try the other tools, including DNA Painter, Leeds Method, Clustering, etc. and compare results.
 
The best ways to improve overall results is to find out how you're related to more people and add their MRCA. You can
also get more segment match files for some of your matches, especially second, third and fourth cousins who will help
identify the ancestral paths along their lines. At GEDmatch and 23andMe with DNAGedcom, you can obtain segment
match files yourself for any of your matches. At Family Tree DNA, MyHeritage or 23andMe without DNAGedcom, you
will have to ask your matches to send you their segment match files.
 
 
For the Latest: Blog Posts
 
I will blog from time to time about DMT and how to make use of it. A list of my DMT-related blog posts that I try to keep
up to date is at:
www.doublematchtriangulator.com/blog.php
 

http://www.doublematchtriangulator.com/blog.php
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